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Abstract

Immunometabolism is a rapidly developing field that is central to understanding the
homeostatic maintenance and induction of immune responses. Naïve B cells rest in quiescent
states until antigen (Ag) is encountered, which simultaneously triggers a metabolic switch
enabling enhanced growth, proliferation and differentiation in activated B cells. Central to this
metabolic activation is the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) complex 1 (mTORC1)
pathway, which is required for multiple inputs to determine if sufficient nutrients are available
to drive these metabolic programs. In recent years amino acid (AA) sensing and availability
have been shown to be important for the control of mTORC1 in various cell types, however
their importance in B cell metabolism was largely unknown. DEPDC5 is a metabolic
checkpoint protein that mediates crosstalk between AA availability and the mTORC1 pathway,
but it’s role in B cells has not been explored.
The results in this thesis showed that Depdc5 is expressed in B cells and most
abundantly in germinal center (GC) B cells (GCB). A novel line of conditional knock-out mice
was generated that lack DEPDC5 in mature B cells (Depdc5flox/flox x Cd23Cre). This deletion led
to constitutive mTORC1 activation in mature B cells. Analysis of Depdc5flox/flox x Cd23Cre mice
showed no impairment of B cell development and at homeostasis, mature B cell frequencies
were unchanged from controls. Despite this, mature B cells in resting mice that lacked B cell
expression of DEPDC5 exhibited a hyperactive phenotype with increased mTOR signalling,
increased biomass and higher levels of expression of B cell activation markers. The effects of
DEPDC5 deletion in B cells became more apparent in challenged animals. Fewer GC B cells
were present in draining LNs following viral infection than in littermate controls. Furthermore,
the absence of Depdc5 in B cells led to reduced generation of anti-viral IgM Ab, but not antiviral IgG, and impaired affinity maturation in a protein immunisation model. Mechanistically
it was shown that DEPDC5 was required to protect GC B cells from late-stage apoptosis and
restrain B cell proliferation following viral infection. Thus, Depdc5 was required to ensure the
sustained expansion of GC B cells in humoral immune responses, likely by restraining their
metabolic activity in response to the limited nutrient microenvironment in the GC. However,
in contrast, an increase GC B cells frequency and number was also observed in the lung of
Depdc5-deficient mice following IAV infection. Furthermore, DEPDC5 was observed to be
dispensable in B cell activation within GALT-associated chronic GCs. These results broaden
xv
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understanding of AA responsive metabolic checkpoint regulators and have implications for
nutritional control of optimal humoral responses. Thus, this study contributed to broadening
the understanding of how metabolic pathways shape immunity in health and disease.
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Introduction

B cells are engaged in numerous aspects of immunity by contributing to both health and disease.
B cells are vital for the generation of antibody (Ab) responses and immunological memory but
can also contribute to various disease states including autoimmunity, allergy and cancer.
Importantly, understanding B cell biology is vitally important for the rational design of vaccines
and cancer immunotherapies (reviewed (Sharonov et al. 2020; Wennhold, ShimabukuroVornhagen, and von Bergwelt-Baildon 2019; Palm and Henry 2019)). When Ag-specific naive
B cells first encounter Ag they undergo proliferation, clonal expansion and differentiation into
GC B cells (GCBs), memory B cells (MBCs) and Ab-secreting cells (ASCs) (Boothby, Hodges,
and Thomas 2019). Metabolic adaptation is important as B cells occupy a wide range of
microenvironmental niches during the process of clonal selection, proliferation and
differentiation (Raybuck et al. 2018; Chiu et al. 2019; Buck et al. 2017; Keating et al. 2013;
Benhamron and Tirosh 2011). Nutrient composition and availability differ within these
microenvironments and during the progression of infection, these directly influence metabolic
programming in B cells through the metabolic master regulator mTOR. mTORC1 integrates the
nutrient and energy sensing machinery of the cell and controls protein synthesis in response to
nutrient availability.

Accordingly, disruption of mTORC1 signalling in B cells after

development leads to disruptions in B cell proliferation, growth and Ab responses (Raybuck et
al. 2018; Ersching et al. 2017). Metabolic regulation is essential for activated B cells to adapt
to the availability of nutrients and generate effective humoral responses. However, details of the
molecular mechanisms driving these processes require more understanding.
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1.1 Humoral Immunity

Early B cell development begins with the commitment of hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)
precursors within the bone marrow (BM) to the B cell lineage and continues in the spleen (SP)
for maturation through a series of distinct stepwise stages that occur continually throughout life.
During these process, rearrangement and expression of immunoglobulin (Ig) genes occurs,
leading to development of a diverse repertoire of mature B cells comprising various subsets,
including naive follicular B cells (FoB) and marginal zone B cells (MZB) cells. Naive B cells
are capable of recognising a broad range of Ag, facilitating a broad Ab-mediated response
against pathogens and the formation of protective memory. Activated B cells can contribute to
early memory and ASC responses independent of the GC. In addition, Ag-driven B cell
responses can lead to formation of the GC, in which GCB cells partake in development of high
affinity B cell responses, long-lived memory and ASC formation. The development and
activation of the humoral response will now be described in further detail.

1.1.1 B cell ontology
Mature B cells derive and are replenished from HSCs in the fetal liver and postnatally in the
BM. HSCs give rise to all mature B cell subsets through a series of developmental stages
stringently controlled by distinct transcription factors (TFs) and receptor signalling. HSCs at the
earliest stage of differentiation become multipotent progenitors (MPP) which subsequently
obtain lymphoid and myeloid differentiation potential (Adolfsson et al. 2001). Within the
lympho-myeloid progenitor (LMP) population, lymphoid restriction gives rise to early
lymphoid progenitors (ELP) that can differentiate into common lymphoid progenitors (CLP)
which give rise to lymphoid lineages; B cells, T cells, dendritic cells and natural killer cells.
CLPs commit to the B cell lineage through expression of the TFs, E box binding protein 2A
(E2A) and Early B cell Factor-1 (EBF1) (as reviewed here (Ramirez, Lukin, and Hagman
2010)). The B cell-biased lymphoid progenitors (BLP) within the CLP population further
differentiate and progress through pre-pro and pro-B cell stages signified by expression of the
surface markers B220 and CD19 (Nutt and Kee 2007). Multiple TFs are involved in B cell
lineage commitment, including Paired box 5 (PAX5), PU.1, Ikaros family zinc finger protein 1
20
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(IKAROS), E2A and EBF1 (Yoshida et al. 2006; DeKoter and Singh 2000). PU.1 and IKAROS
direct commitment to the CLP lineage within the BM (Yoshida et al. 2006; DeKoter and Singh
2000). CLP progenitors express E2A, which regulates EBF1 and Forkhead box protein O1
(FOXO1) expression and these in turn induce expression of PAX-5 and promote heavy/light
chain rearrangements in pro/pre B cells in concert with other TFs (Welinder et al. 2011; Lin et
al. 2010; Kee and Murre 1998; Decker et al. 2009). PAX-5 is an essential regulator and promoter
of B cell lineage commitment (Decker et al. 2009). Early descriptions of B cell lineage
commitment used a combination of four markers (B220, CD43, CD24 and BP-1) to identify
early B cell populations within the BM (Hardy et al. 1991). Pre-Pro-B cells were defined as
B220+CD43+ CD24- BP-1- and had low levels of RAG-1/RAG-2 mRNA expression and limited
Ig rearrangement. This population was later determined to be largely heterogenous and the
addition of the marker AA4.1 (CD93) was able to identify B lineage cells (AA4.1+) and non-B
lineage cells (AA4.1-) within this subset (Li et al. 1996). B cells then lose expression of CD43
as they differentiate further through the stages termed Pro-B cells (B220+CD43lo CD24+ BP-1-),
Late Pro-B cells (B220+CD43lo CD24+ BP-1+), and Pre-B cells (B220+CD43- CD24+BP-1+) and
B cells (B220+CD43- CD24+ BP-1-) (Hardy et al. 1991). D-J Heavy chain rearrangements begin
within the early pro-B cell subset and continue over the course of this developmental scheme,
whereas V-D-J heavy and V-J kappa chain rearrangement began in the pre-B cell faction.
In 2016, Jensen and colleagues performed a 176 protein screen to identify new stage-specific
markers and reaffirm the use of known stage-specific markers during B cell development
(Jensen et al. 2016). Using these new strategies, Jensen et al. described successful Ig heavy
chain rearrangement within the pro-B cell (B220+ CD2- IgM-) (Jensen et al. 2016) compartment
leads to development of pre-B cells (B220+ CD2+ IgM-) (Jensen et al. 2016). Igκ light-chain
rearrangement occurs in pre-B cells, leading to the expression of surface Ig and a potentially
functional B cell receptor (BCR) in immature B cells (B220+ CD2+ IgM+). Finally, expression
of IgD demarcates differentiation of immature B cells into mature B lymphocytes (B220+ CD2+
IgD+ IgM+) (Jensen et al. 2016). Negative selection during the B cell development process
removes B cells expressing BCRs that recognise host Ag and occurs both during BM
development and the splenic transitional stages. Hence, this stage of B cell development leads
to the generation of a diverse repertoire of B cell clones and removal of the most self-reactive
clones.
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Immature B lymphocytes emigrate from the BM and enter the SP (Tze et al. 2005).
Following positive selection via tonic signalling, a fraction of immature B cells enter the
transitional stages of development: transitional type 1 (T1), transitional type 2 (T2) and
transitional type 3 (T3) (Tze et al. 2005) (Allman et al. 2001). T1 cells are predisposed to
apoptosis, leading to deletion of self-reactive clones that react against peripheral Ag not seen in
the BM. T1 cells in the follicles that are rescued from selection give rise to T2 cells which are
responsive to positive selection (Petro et al. 2002). From this point, T2 cells in the SP
differentiate into FoB or MZB cells, or alternatively give rise to T3 cells (Vossenkamper and
Spencer 2011; Martin et al. 2016). Teague et al. indicates that the T3 cell population do not
contribute to the formation of mature B cell subsets, and instead are likely to be a reservoir for
autoreactive and anergic B cells (Teague et al. 2007). MZBs are a self-renewing population
which provide rapid innate-like protective IgM responses against conserved protein and
carbohydrate Ags, which are important in protection against blood-borne Ag and are
characterised by high expression of CD21 and low expression of CD23. MZBs shuttle between
the follicles and marginal zone within the SP, depositing Ag to follicular dendritic cells (FDCs),
which FDCs then take up and present to FoB cells in order to initiate more diverse, high-affinity
and isotype-switched ASC responses (Cinamon et al. 2008). As discussed earlier, FoB cells are
naive precursors for Ag-specific GCBs, ASCs and MBCs. FoB cells within secondary lymphoid
organ (SLO) follicles can participate in the thymus-dependent (TD) or independent (TI) immune
responses. Exposure of naive B cells to Ag promotes differentiation of these cells into different
fates; GCB cells, ASCs or MBCs. The formation of ASC and MBC compartments can occur in
both GC-dependent and -independent manners. Entry into the GC relies on the presence of both
cognate Ag and co-stimulatory signals from T cells which have specificity to peptide/major
histocompatibility class II (MHC-II) complexes presented by activated B cells. Class switch
recombination (CSR) occurs before SHM and differentiation of activated B cells into GCBs or
plasmablasts (Roco et al. 2019). The GC is a specialised micro-structure within SLOs in which
Ag-activated B cells diversify their BCRs through AID-driven SHM.
1.1.2 B cell activation and the GC response
The body is armed with a repertoire of naive B cells theoretically capable of recognising any
potential Ag. Induction of effective Ag-specific B cell responses against the diverse range of
pathogens encountered by the immune system relies on the presence of an equally diverse range
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of BCR specificities. The development and initiation of the humoral response relies upon
activation and triggering of the BCR by Ag and/or stimulation of Toll-like receptors (TLRs)
which enable broad recognition of microbial molecules, such as pathogen-associated molecular
pattern (PAMP) molecules and are also associated with innate-like B cell responses (Douagi et
al. 2009). Co-stimulatory signals can be provided through TI and TD means. Pathogens
expressing repetitive epitopes such as viral capsids or TLR ligands such as lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) can elicit polyclonal TI B cell responses through combinatorial stimulation of the BCR
and TLRs. TI Ag elicit strong BCR and co-receptor signalling are generally mitogenic and
generate humoral responses to a diverse range of natural pathogens (Rawlings et al. 2012;
Bachmann and Zinkernagel 1997). By contrast, TD Ag include epitopes from complex soluble
proteins which stimulate BCRs in a highly Ag-specific manner and elicits a BCR signal strength
insufficient to fully activate naïve B cells without T cell help. Subsequent Ag internalisation,
processing and then MHC-II-mediated presentation of peptides derived from the Ag to T cells
leads to the co-operative interaction of cognate B and T cells which facilitates the generation of
high affinity and Ag-specific B cell responses.
SLOs are the main tissue microenvironment which facilitate Ag-driven activation of
lymphocytes. Naive B cells are organised in primary follicles adjacent to the T cell zone of
SLOs. A heterogenous network of stromal cells in the B cell follicle include both FDCs and
marginal reticular cells (MRCs) (Katakai et al. 2008). This stromal network expresses the
chemokine CXCL13 which attracts naive B cells expressing the cognate receptor CXCR5,
which is critical for Ag-scanning and activation of naive B cells (Forster et al. 1996). Small
soluble Ag entering LNs via afferent lymph can gain direct access to the follicle and be
recognised by FoB cells (Pape et al. 2007). Larger Ags are captured in the subcapsular sinus
(SCS) region by specialised Ag-presenting cells (APCs) including CD169+ SCS macrophages.
Ag captured by SCS macrophages is relayed to FDCs via B cells to promote affinity maturation
(Phan et al. 2009). In addition, FDCs capture and present Ag as immune complexes to both FoB
cells in primary follicles and to GCB cells during affinity maturation within the GC (Suzuki et
al. 2009; Phan et al. 2009). After naive B cells encounter cognate Ag, early activated B cells
increase expression of Epstein-Barr virus induced gene 2 (EBI2) to migrate to the outer follicle
(Kelly et al. 2011). Expression of EBI2 and migration to extrafollicular sites is important for
early extrafollicular (EF) Ab responses (Gatto et al. 2009).
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T independent (TI) Ag can stimulate Ab responses in B cells in the absence of T cell help. TI
Ags do not associate with APCs MHCII molecules, thus do not participate in the activation of
Ag-specific T cells which participate in T cell dependent B cell responses (as reviewed here
(Mond, Lees, and Snapper 1995; Mond et al. 1995). TI type I Ags such as LPS, CpG and poly:IC
are mitogens which stimulate B cell activation through TLR. Type II TI Ags include large
polysaccharides with repeating epitopes which simulate B cells via the BCR (Obukhanych and
Nussenzweig 2006). TI type II Ags promote isotype switching to IgG3 in mice and IgG2 in
humans (Perlmutter et al. 1978; Garcia de Vinuesa et al. 1999). Induction of TI Type II
responses induce the formation of Ag specific B cells and differentiation into plasmablasts in
the extrafollicular regions and lead to long lived responses (Garcia de Vinuesa et al. 1999).
T dependent (TD) Ag are soluble proteins or hapten conjugated to proteins which bind BCR and
in turn can be internalized and processed for presentation on MHCII. Ag activated B cells
upregulate CCR7 and EBI2 which facilitates their migration to T cell rich zones for interaction
with Ag-specific T helper cells (Kelly et al. 2011). Ag-activated B cells present peptide:MHCII complexes to cognate CD4+ T helper cells. At the T:B border, T helper (Th) cells provide
multiple co-stimulatory signals for B cell activation (Okada et al. 2005). This is mediated by
CD40L/CD40 interactions, wherein activated T cells transiently express CD40L under
inflammatory conditions and stimulate CD40 signalling by B cells; leading to NF-κB activation,
B cell proliferation, Ab affinity maturation and CSR (Lee et al. 2003; van Zelm et al. 2014;
Miyashita et al. 1997). Further, interactions between Intercellular Adhesion Molecule 1 (ICAM1) on activated Th cells and Lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) on B cells is
essential for B cells is essential for B cell proliferation and differentiation while promoting
interleukin-2 (IL-2) production by Th cells (Tohma, Hirohata, and Lipsky 1991). In the absence
of T cells, a second co-stimulatory signal can be delivered through Toll Like Receptors (TLRs)
(Ruprecht and Lanzavecchia 2006). Without this second co-stimulator signal within an
appropriate window of time, activated B cells progressively experience metabolic dysfunction;
with reduced glycolytic capacity and mitochondrial function, leading to apoptosis (Akkaya et
al. 2018) or can revert to a naïve-like state (Turner, Benet, and Grigorova 2017).
B cells undergo CSR prior to their commitment to a GC fate. Recent studies have shown
that isotype switching occurs prior to GC-driven B cell selection due to early up-regulation of
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the germline transcript (GLT) in B cells following T cell interactions (Roco et al. 2019).
Initiation of CSR relies upon the activation of activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID),
uracil-DNA glycosylase (UNG), and Apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease 1 (APE1) to target
switch regions in the GLT. Following CSR, the GLT is down-regulated and B cells undergo
further fate commitment (Roco et al. 2019). B-cell lymphoma 6 (Bcl-6) and PR domain zinc
finger protein 1 (Blimp-1) are TFs that elicit mutually exclusive gene expression programs
involved in the differentiation of both B and T cells. In B cells, Bcl-6 commits B cells to a GCB
cell fate (Huang et al. 2014; Fukuda et al. 1997; Dent et al. 1997) while Blimp-1 is important
for formation of ASCs (Shapiro-Shelef et al. 2003). Bcl-6 is also important for T cell
commitment to a follicular Th lineage (TFH) following T:B cell interactions, to provide support
for generation of GC, MBC and ASC responses (Lee et al. 2011; Schaerli et al. 2000; Breitfeld
et al. 2000). TFH cells express markers of activation including CD69, low levels of CCR7 and
CD62L, and high levels of CXCR5, PD1 and IL-21 (Schaerli et al. 2000; Breitfeld et al. 2000;
Vogelzang et al. 2008; Shi et al. 2018), a detailed review of TFH cells can be found here
(Vinuesa et al. 2016). CXCR5 mediates migration of TFH cells from the interfollicular region
to within the B cell follicles where CXCL13 is produced by FDCs located within the follicular
region (Schaerli et al. 2000; Breitfeld et al. 2000). TFH cells play an important role in affinitybased selection of pre-GCB cells at the T:B border. Pre-GCB cells with the highest affinity
BCRs consequently present the highest amounts of peptide:MHC-II to TFH cells. This creates
an affinity threshold, in which TFH cell help is restricted to B cells with the highest Ag-binding
capacity (Schwickert et al. 2011). The mechanism underlying TFH mediated pre-GCB cell
selection lies in stabilisation of pro-survival proteins. Higher affinity B cells receive signals to
express higher levels of receptors for B-cell activating factor (BAFF), a pro-survival protein,
and consequently BAFF stimulates increased phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (PI3K) signalling.
This feed-forward loop leads to increased stabilisation of pro-survival molecules Myeloid cell
leukemia 1 (Mcl-1) and B-cell lymphoma-extra large (Bcl-XL), which improve the survival of
high affinity B cells compared to those of lower affinity (Pape et al. 2007; Wensveen et al. 2016;
Vikstrom et al. 2010). Following this selection process, pre-GCB cells and TFH cells migrate
to the B cell follicle in a CXCR5-dependent fashion and participate in development and
maintenance of the GC response. Alternatively, GC-independent MBCs can form from the
developmentally plastic pre-GCB cells (Taylor, Pape, and Jenkins 2012; Inamine et al. 2005).
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The rapid development and expansion of the GC leads to GC maturation and is observed
with the formation of polarised light zone (LZ) and dark zone (DZ), through which GCB cells
re-cycle using timed programs (Bannard et al. 2013; MacLennan 1994). GCB cells migrate
toward CXCL12 within the DZ via expression of CXCR4 (Allen et al. 2004) wherein activity
of AID leads to diversification of the Ig variable (V) region genes during the process of SHM
(Muramatsu et al. 2000). B cells within the DZ proliferate extensively as identified by
comparing cell cycle analysis of GCB cells within the DZ and LZ. GCB cells within the G2/M
phase of the cell cycle were localised to the DZ only (Victora et al. 2010). This leads to a pool
of GCB cells expressing mutated BCRs of varying Ag affinities within the DZ. Downregulation
of CXCR4 during proliferation and upregulation of CXCR5 directs mutated GCB cells towards
the LZ, wherein CXCL13 is produced by FDCs (Allen et al. 2004; Bannard et al. 2013). The
LZ is defined by the presence of TFH cells and FDCs which partake in the process of LZ clonal
selection (Mesin, Ersching, and Victora 2016). FDCs present native Ag to B cells in the form
of immune complexes on their surface to drive competition for Ag binding amongst GCB cells
with varying BCR affinities. Those GCB cells with higher BCR affinities more efficiently
sequester Ag than their lower affinity competitors and process it for presentation on the surface
via a peptide:MHC-II complex to gain activating signals from TFH cells within the LZ. Thus,
GCB cells with high affinity BCRs capture greater amounts of Ag, leading to a high density of
peptide:MHC-II on their surface which is presented to TFH cells for positive selection signals.
These GCB:TFH interactions engage in a feedforward loop, in which GCB cell expression of
inducible costimulator ligand (ICOSL) promotes the upregulation of CD40L on TFH cells, that
in turn further stimulates ICOSL upregulation in B cells to generate an intimate interaction
between TFH cells and high affinity GCB cells. High affinity GCB cell variants were enriched
for the expression of ICOSL, and in the absence of ICOSL in GCB cells the selection of high
affinity is impaired (Liu et al. 2015). This interaction stimulates the release of helper and
survival cytokines for B cells by TFH cells, including IL-4, IL-21 and BAFF (Shulman et al.
2014; Goenka et al. 2014). Iterative rounds of cycling through the DZ and LZ lead to the
progressive increase in BCR affinity, known as affinity maturation (Victora et al. 2010; Allen
et al. 2007). GCB cells subsequently commit to PC or MBC fates to establish long-lived
humoral immunity. An overview of the events in the GC is shown in Figure 1.1.
1.1.3 Ab responses and memory
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The formation of memory and PCs occurs in a temporal manner, in which MBCs are
formed prior to PC generation due to a temporal switch in GC output (Weisel et al. 2016). Using
a series of BrdU pulse-labeling studies, V region sequencing and GCB cell ablation techniques,
Weisel et al. found that early responses led to the appearance of unswitched MBCs, followed
by isotype-switched MBCs prior to the peak GC response and finally the generation of isotypeswitched long-lived PCs significantly later in the GC response. A GC-independent pathway for
MBC generation is also observed in Bcl-6-deficient mice which are unable to form GCB cells
in response to TD Ag (Toyama et al. 2002). An early wave of MBCs which are long-lived,
unmutated and switched can thus be formed in the absence of GC formation (Toyama et al.
2002; Kaji et al. 2012). The GC-independent MBCs comprise an equivalent fraction of the total
MBC, signifying their equal importance to the GC-derived MBCs, perhaps in the generation of
rapid responses to insult by the Ag as supposed by Kaji and colleagues. The unmutated BCR
carried by the early wave of MBCs is indicative of a developmental pathway which precedes
the occurrence of GC-dependent somatic hypermutation (Taylor, Pape, and Jenkins 2012;
Weisel et al. 2016). During the progression of a TD humoral response, GCs give rise to the
development of long-lived, isotype-switched MBCs with affinity matured BCRs. In the absence
of GCs, somatically hypermutated MBCs are unable to form and this compromises humoral
recall responses (Good-Jacobson and Shlomchik 2010; Weisel et al. 2016). The scarcity of SHM
observed within the IgV genes of long-lived MBCs is consistent with the early commitment of
GCB cells to this fate as it precedes the development of high affinity clones through affinity
maturation. The possession of low-affinity BCRs have been shown to be a beneficial strategy
for protection against multiple strains of virus (Keating et al. 2013). During secondary
responses, MBCs have the capacity to differentiate into PCs or GCB cells. CD80hi MBCs were
observed to preferentially commit to a PC fate, whilst CD80lo MBCs preferentially commit to a
GC pathway in response to re-infection. The amount of CD40 stimulation the cell receives from
TFH cells is the critical step in determining the committed fate. The development of these MBC
subsets is found to be differentially controlled by the signalling strength provided by
CD40:CD40L interactions with TFH cells within the GC (Koike et al. 2019). Following
generation, MBCs enter circulation to patrol or take up tissue residency to proliferate and
differentiate into ASCs and GCs to efficiently protect the host against reinfection (Onodera et
al. 2012; Joo, He, and Sangster 2008).
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Three distinct pathways have been elucidated for formation of ASCs and a general
overview will be discussed. As discussed previously, Ag-specific activation of naive B cells can
directly produce unmutated Ab-secreting EFPB cells early during the immune response even in
the absence of T cell help. Second, T:B interactions can lead to the commitment of high affinity
B cells to form extrafollicular ASCs, whilst lower affinity B cells enter the GC reaction to
undergo affinity maturation where the formation of high affinity GCB cells leads to the
generation of long-lived PCs (Paus et al. 2006; Phan et al. 2006). Expression of the BLIMP-1
TF is essential for commitment of GC-derived PCs, and studies have demonstrated that highaffinity GCB cells predominantly commit to the PC fate (Phan et al. 2006; Kallies et al. 2004;
Smith et al. 1996). High affinity B cells express lower levels of Basic Leucine Zipper
Transcription Factor 2 (BACH2), promoting re-entry into the GC cycle or upregulation of PC
transcriptional programs. Further, prolonged T:B interactions mediated by the expression of
high affinity BCRs enable GCB cells to gain IL-21 stimulation from TFHs, which promote PC
differentiation (Zotos et al. 2010). Conversely, low affinity B cells express high levels of
BACH2 and maintain quite weak TFH interactions in the LZ, which favours a MBC fate
(Shinnakasu et al. 2016). Thus, generation of PCs at later time points coincides with the selection
of the highest affinity clones from the GC reaction. Each PC secretes clonally specific, classswitched Ab. While this is a brief summation of this process, it is important to note a more
complex developmental pathway exists in the formation of ASCs. Ab isotype influences the
effector function and category of immune protection that PCs elicit (Higgins, McHeyzerWilliams, and McHeyzer-Williams 2019). Following egress from the GC, long-lived PCs
migrate and take up residency within the tissues, such as the BM, intestines and thymus to
provide long-term and systemic Ab-mediated protection to the host (Landsverk et al. 2017;
Halliley et al. 2015; Glatman Zaretsky et al. 2017; Nunez et al. 2016; Manz et al. 2002), which
may aid in the development of tissue specific functional Ab-mediated protection. Further, the
nature of stimulation and transcriptional programming can influence PC isotype and thus
influence their effector function. The IgG isotype and subclasses (e.g. IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and
IgG4 in humans, and IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b, IgG2c, IgG3 in mice) are commonly associated with
protection against intracellular pathogens such as viruses and some bacteria (Huber et al. 2006),
while IgE promotes clearance of helminth and parasite infections (Gurish et al. 2004). IgM and
IgA isotypes are associated with maintenance of type III mucosal immunity associated with the
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microbiota and fungal challenge (Lopez et al. 2016; Bioley et al. 2017). IgM responses also play
a role in ongoing homeostasis and maintenance of tolerance (Ouchida et al. 2012).

1.2 B cell metabolism

A complex relationship exists between nutrition, infection and immunity. Limited access to
nutrients can lead to malnutrition, which increases the risk of infection (Fock et al. 2010; Nohr
et al. 1986; McMurray, Watson, and Reyes 1981). One form of malnutrition originates from
insufficiency in dietary protein or AA intake (Carlomagno et al. 1982; Ibrahim et al. 2017; Fock
et al. 2010; Nohr et al. 1986; McMurray, Watson, and Reyes 1981). Protein or AA malnutrition
increases susceptibility to infections such as influenza A virus (IAV) (Ritz et al. 2008), due to
effects on both humoral immunity and cell-mediated immune responses (Carlomagno et al.
1982; Ibrahim et al. 2017; Fock et al. 2010; Nohr et al. 1986; McMurray, Watson, and Reyes
1981). Dietary supplementation with protein is shown to restore optimal immunity in response
to IAV infection (Taylor et al. 2013). Further, poor induction of vaccine-induced Ab responses
to IAV vaccination is associated with malnutrition in the elderly (Bellei et al. 2006). However,
few studies have examined the mechanistic basis of these phenomena or which nutrient sensors
mediate nutritional control of humoral immunity. However, it is clear that B cells require
sufficient nutrients to drive their changing metabolic processes as they develop, differentiate
and perform effector functions.
1.2.1 Cellular metabolism
Naive B cells rest in a quiescent state until Ag-induced activation, which induces a
bioenergetic response to provide energy in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and
anabolic precursors to support growth and expansion of activated B cells (Jellusova et al. 2017;
Waters et al. 2018). B cell activation is accompanied by an increase in metabolic glycolysis and
glutaminolysis (Caro-Maldonado et al. 2014b; Dufort et al. 2007). Sufficient levels of anabolic
precursors are required for generation of biomass, including protein, lipid and nucleotides
during growth and proliferation (Waters et al. 2018). Glucose is required to fuel glycolysis, de
novo lipogenesis, generate mitochondrial mass and intracellular membranes required for the
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proliferation and growth of B cells (Caro-Maldonado et al. 2014a). Further, synthesis of fatty
acids essential for expansion and differentiation of splenic B cells into PCs also requires glucose
(Dufort et al. 2014). Glucose and glutamine have been shown to be important carbon sources
for biomass production and contribute to ATP production (Doughty et al. 2006; Cho et al. 2011;
Caro-Maldonado et al. 2014b; Jellusova et al. 2017; Waters et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2014).
Activation of B cells in vitro with TLR4 stimulation using LPS or crosslinking the BCR with
anti-IgM Ab, has been shown in multiple studies to increase glucose uptake and enhance oxygen
consumption rate (OCR), which is used as a surrogate marker of mitochondrial function
(Doughty et al. 2006; Cho et al. 2011; Caro-Maldonado et al. 2014b; Jellusova et al. 2017). Agdriven stimulation of the BCR signals through the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3-K)
pathway, which leads to increases in glucose metabolism and precedes cellular growth and
proliferation, and B cell growth requires this enhanced glycolytic flux (Doughty et al. 2006).
Glucose is processed through the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP), the tricarboxylic acid
(TCA) cycle, and nucleotide biosynthesis pathways (Waters et al. 2018). In addition,
ribonucleotides and lactate are generated, whilst reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) and NAD phosphate (NADPH) are reduced.
Glutamine contributes to the accumulation of B cell biomass, protein synthesis, DNA replication
and ATP production (Waters et al. 2018). Uptake of glutamine provides an additional carbon
source for anabolism of other AAs and nucleic acid precursors and is processed for oxidative
metabolism through the mitochondria and Krebs cycle following conversion into glutamate
(Yang et al. 2014). Following activation, proliferation of lymphocytes requires sufficient uptake
of the essential molecules such as nitrogen, phosphate and sulphur to increase biomass. AAs
are required for mTORC1 activation and contribute to the magnitude of signalling in
combination with growth factors (Carroll et al. 2017). AAs are essential for protein synthesis to
fuel B cell growth, proliferation and are a source of metabolites for metabolic programs, such
as the TCA cycle (Cobbold et al. 2009). AAs are processed into keto acids which undergo
oxidative decarboxylation, to generate derivatives which enter the TCA cycle and be converted
to usable forms of energy (Owen, Kalhan, and Hanson 2002). Activation of B cells promotes
uptake of leucine and nutrient transport expression (Cho et al. 2016). Further, leucine is
sufficient to promote metabolic activity though activation of mTORC1 (Abbott et al. 2016) and
is required for upregulating transcriptional programs for activated B cells (Peng, Golub, and
Sabatini 2002; Cho et al. 2016). Increased uptake of leucine is observed in T lymphocytes post
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activation to support protein synthesis (Hayashi et al. 2013; Nakaya et al. 2014). A general
overview of the metabolic pathways used by lymphocytes is depicted in Figure 1.2.

1.2.2 The role of nutrient- mTORC1 signalling axes in B cells
The mTORC1 complex integrates nutrient and mitogen signals which govern the size
and proliferation of cells and is implicated in a range of human diseases such as cancer,
autoimmunity, heart disease and diabetes (Yuskaitis et al. 2019; Nascimento et al. 2015). mTOR
is an evolutionarily conserved serine-threonine kinase that acts as a sensor of intracellular
nutrient availability (Dennis et al. 2001; Ekim et al. 2011). It is central for adapting cellular
metabolism to a range of environmental inputs such as presence of hormones and growth factors
(e.g. insulin and epidermal growth factor) (Vander Haar et al. 2007; Galbaugh et al. 2006),
oxygen levels (Cho et al. 2016) and availability of nutrients (e.g. AAs and glucose) (Wolfson et
al. 2016; Saxton et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2018). mTOR is a multi-protein complex
which includes mTORC1 and mTORC2 (Martin et al. 2015). mTORC1 is an integral part of
this evolutionarily conserved pathway, and complete loss of mTORC1 function in mice leads to
embryonic loss (Murakami et al. 2004). Activated mTORC1 phosphorylates downstream targets
p70 S6 kinase and 4E-EBP1, which leads to the control of anabolic programs which regulate
cell growth, ribosomal biogenesis, protein synthesis, lipid synthesis and cell cycle progression
to promote cellular proliferation (Magnuson, Ekim, and Fingar 2012; Jastrzebski et al. 2007;
Iadevaia, Liu, and Proud 2014; Beirowski et al. 2017; Han and Wang 2018).
Within the cell, AAs stimulate the recruitment of inactive mTORC1 to the lysosomal
membrane through Rag GTPases. Translocation of mTORC1 to the surface of this organelle
enables interaction and activation by Ras homolog enriched in brain (RHEB), a small GTPase
which activates mTORC1 when in its GTP-bound form. Positive and negative regulatory
pathways control activation of mTORC1, which enable cells to adapt to environmental stimuli
(Wong et al. 2016; Hay and Sonenberg 2004). For example, insulin and glucose activate
mTORC1 activity via the inactivation of the tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) and signalling
through the PI3K-Akt pathway in order to activate RHEB and subsequently mTORC1 (Menon
et al. 2014). Glucose can also signal to mTORC1 through the glycogen synthase kinase 3
(GSK3) pathway (Ma et al. 2011). Independent of this pathway, AA sufficiency is shown to be
important regulating the magnitude of mTORC1 activity in the context of growth factors
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through a range of signalling pathways (Wolfson et al. 2016; Chantranupong et al. 2016; Carroll
et al. 2017). Arginine and leucine availability dynamically regulate mTORC1 activation through
the Sestrin2 and CASTOR/ GATOR2/ GATOR1/ RagGTPase pathway which recruits and
activates mTORC1 at the lysosome in conditions of AA sufficiency. An overview of this
pathway is shown in Figure 1.3.
Conversely, insufficient AAs inactivates mTORC1, and subsequently decreases PS6kinase activity which leads to reduced translation and protein synthesis. Compounding this
effect, the mTORC1 target 4E-EBP1 also experiences increased activity as a translational
inhibitor in the absence of sufficient AAs (Guertin et al. 2006). Cellular energy status is
alternatively sensed by adenosine monophosphate-activated protein (AMP) kinase (AMPK),
which is activated in response to elevated AMP:ATP and ADP:ATP during periods of energy
stress (Zhang, Guo, et al. 2013). AMPK complexes with liver kinase B1 (LKB1) and Axis
inhibitor protein (AXIN) (Zhang, Guo, et al. 2013) in order to localise to the lysosome and
interact with LAMTOR1, a lysosomal protein a part of the RAGULATOR complex cooperates
with RAG-GTPases to recruit and enable activation of mTORC1 (Zhang et al. 2014). The
existence of multiple independent pathways allows for the spatial recruitment and activation of
mTORC1 to the lysosome in response to a diverse range of activation and growth signals.
Importantly, mTORC1 signalling is important for immunity via regulation of production
of cytokines, Ag presentation, cell activation, differentiation, migration, polarisation,
maturation and growth (Zhang et al. 2011; Bi, Liu, and Yang 2011; Saric et al. 2016; Kim et al.
2008). The various ways in which the mTORC1 signalling pathway is shown to play an
important role for maintenance and generation of B cell responses is summarised in Table 1.1.
In brief, murine models have been used extensively to explore the role of mTORC1 signalling
in vivo through the conditional deletion of mTORC1 regulators in the B cell compartment or
through the use of rapamycin treatment to suppress mTORC1 signalling. Partial loss of
mTORC1 signalling in a non-lethal mouse model showed widespread defects across organ and
cellular systems, in particular a pronounced defect in the B cell compartment is noted including,
altered cell size, development and Ab production (Zhang et al. 2011). In murine B cells,
mTORC1 is shown to be essential for fuelling growth and enhancing proliferation following Ag
exposure (Raybuck et al. 2018; Ersching et al. 2017). In addition, during development in the
BM, mTORC1 signalling is essential at the pre-B cell stage and formation of downstream
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immature B and mature peripheral B cells. The subsequent loss of an adequate pool of mature
B cells in mice with impaired mTORC1 signalling in B cells limited ASC formation and Ab
production (Iwata et al. 2016). Following generation of the mature B cell repertoire, energy
requirements of resting naive B cells are relatively low. Compared with transitional B cells, FoB
cells have significantly reduced expression levels of mTORC1 and reduced activity of growth
pathways including ribosomal biogenesis and aerobic respiration (Farmer et al. 2019). In
activated B cells, mTORC1 is vital for induction of the major GC transcriptional regulator Bcl6,
and is required for optimal GCB cell development, AID expression, CSR and control of viral
infection (Raybuck et al. 2018; Jones, Chernova, and Allman 2014; Li et al. 2017). Defective
mTORC1 signalling impaired B cell differentiation into GCB cells, as the initiation of metabolic
reprogramming in activated B cells is required to support the energetically demanding GC
response (Mendoza et al. 2018). Conversely, chronic mTORC1 signalling in the absence of
adaptor protein CARD11 in GCB cells, led to rapid contraction of the GC response, promoted
DZ polarisation, increased cell cycling and cell size, and elevated the expression of AID and
subsequent CSR (Wray-Dutra et al. 2018). However, in recent years studies have examined how
essential nutritional regulators of mTORC1 are for B cell biology.

Nutrient availability and regulation of mTORC1 activation is shown to be important
within the B cell compartment (Bar-Peled et al. 2013). However, there is a limited breadth in
knowledge of the impact of nutrient regulation of GCB cell metabolism. The GC is a site of
high metabolic activity and demand, and therefore highly influenced by availability of nutrients
(Caro-Maldonado et al. 2014a; Dufort et al. 2014). Productive humoral responses rely on the
ability of activated B cells to respond to a variety of nutrient availabilities throughout the
occupation of distinct microenvironmental niches that differ significantly in their composition
of nutrients (Jellusova et al. 2017). Activation of B cells enhances the uptake of glucose, AAs
and oxygen consumption which consequently promote mTORC1 activity (Caro-Maldonado et
al. 2014a; Cho et al. 2016; Doughty et al. 2006; Jellusova et al. 2017). Limitation of nutrient
availability in murine studies that utilise starvation and re-feeding protocols reported that
nutritional signals regulate B cell maturation and GCB apoptosis within the Peyer’s patches (PP)
(Okada et al. 2017; Rangan et al. 2019; Nagai et al. 2019). The growth, proliferation and survival
of GCB cells hinge upon stringently controlled nutrient-mTORC1 axes (Ersching et al. 2017;
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Raybuck et al. 2018). Studies which have disrupted mTORC1 and glucose and/or insulin PI3KmTORC1 signalling pathways have reported reductions in GCB cell frequencies and impaired
GCB cell glucose metabolism, maturation, proliferation, growth and SHM (Mendoza et al.
2018; Ersching et al. 2017; Benhamron and Tirosh 2011; Kunisawa et al. 2015; Jellusova et al.
2017). This affected both TD responses and chronic spontaneous GCs in the PPs, leading to
diminished high affinity Ab responses and reduced serum IgM and IgG levels (Baracho et al.
2014; Benhamron and Tirosh 2011; Ersching et al. 2017). Contrary to these studies, another
group reported that disrupting mTORC1 activation by deleting TSC1 in B cells has no effect on
chronic or TD Ag-induced GC responses (Ci et al. 2015).
Hypoxia also controls mTORC1 activity in GCB cells. GCBs experience hypoxia within
the GC and dynamically regulate their responses to oxygen availability through the binding of
Von Hippel-Lindau protein to the hypoxia induced factor (HIF). HIF regulates expression of
proteins involved in lipid metabolism, including the cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 enzymes (Kaidi
et al. 2006). COX-2 expression is likewise required for induction of arginase-1 (Rodriguez et
al. 2005; Rodriguez et al. 2009), which is essential for processing of arginine in B cells (de
Jonge et al. 2002). Exposure of B cells to hypoxia or forced hypoxic programs inhibits mTORC1
activity in B cells, GCB cell clonal expansion, and consequently impairs high affinity IgG Ab
responses (Cho et al. 2016).
In recent years, regulators of AA-mTORC1 signalling pathways have also emerged as
important in the control of metabolism in health and disease. Using arginine-deficient transgenic
mice, arginine deficiency is shown to be detrimental to the maturation of B cells in PP and SP
(de Jonge et al. 2002). Loss of RagGTPase activity within the AA-mTORC1 pathway
significantly reduced high affinity Ab production, GC polarisation and promoted growth
programs during B cell activation for clonal expansion (Ersching et al. 2017). The clinical
implications of aberrant AA-mTORC1 signalling pathways have been associated diffuse large
B cell lymphomas (DLBCL) from GCB cells and activated B cell-DLBCL, whilst pre-clinical
treatments have targeted AAs for cancer therapies (reviewed in (Ricci and Chiche 2018)).
Together, these studies show that the generation and maintenance of GCB cells requires
dynamic regulation of metabolism in response to nutrient availability.
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1.2.3 Metabolic regulation of GALT-associated GCB cell responses
Humoral responses at mucosal sites are important for the maintenance of local intestinal
and systemic homeostasis through selection and maintenance healthy microbiota populations
(Fagarasan et al. 2010; Bergqvist et al. 2013). Gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) is a
component of the mucosal immune system and is comprised of the PPs, mesenteric lymph nodes
(mesLN) and cells dispersed throughout the lamina propria (LP). The PP and mesLN are GALTassociated SLOs in close proximity to the gut microbiome and nutrients (Reboldi and Cyster
2016). The PPs are aggregations of lymphoid cells that form in the subepithelial space along the
lumen of the intestines. B cell follicles, T cell interfollicular zones and a CD11c+ DC-enriched
subepithelial dome are organised within the PP lymphoid structure (Reboldi and Cyster 2016).
Nutrients and microbial Ags derived from the gut are continually delivered to these sites through
specialised epithelial cells and induce a state of chronic GC activity (Casola and Rajewsky 2006;
Reboldi and Cyster 2016). In addition, responses in mesLNs have been described to partake in
the generation of mucosal IgA (Lee et al. 2008). The generation of IgA secreting ASCs residing
within the gut LP is essential for the regulation of gut microbes, and limit the penetration of
microbial metabolites and promote defence against pathogens (Nagai et al. 2019; Uchimura et
al. 2018). Ag within the lumen is delivered to the GALT, where CSR to IgA occurs and secretory
IgA responses are induced.
Studies into the role of metabolic signalling in B cells within GALT-associated GCs
have produced variable results in the literature. Examination of mTORC1 signalling in the
regulation of chronic GC in the PP were examined in the context of TSC1 loss in B cells (Ci et
al. 2015; Benhamron and Tirosh 2011). Ci and colleagues reported that constitutive mTORC1
signalling in the absence of TSC1-mediated regulation of insulin and glucose availability has
no effect on GCB cells in the PP, while GC formation is intact (Ci et al. 2015). However, the
study by Benhamron and colleagues showed that while TSC1 deletion did not affect B cell
numbers, GCB cells in the PPs were significantly reduced and showed that constitutive
mTORC1 signalling led to defects in TD immune responses (Benhamron and Tirosh 2011).
Treatment of WT mice with rapamycin, a selective inhibitor of mTORC1, significantly reduced
GCB cells in the PPs (Zeng et al. 2016). Further, the loss of Ras-related guanosine triphosphate
hydrolase (GTPase) R-Ras2 which is intertwined with both the BCR and CD40 signalling
pathway and the PI3K-Akt-mTORC1 pathway led to impaired glucose metabolism and GC
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responses in the PP of non-immunised mice (Mendoza et al. 2018). Therefore, studies thus far
indicated that mTORC1 signalling influences GCB responses in the GALT-associated GCs.
Interestingly, these studies indicated that nutrient-mTORC1 signalling axes are important for
GCB cell regulation within GALT-associated PPs.
The gastrointestinal tract (GIT) is the main site for nutrient absorption and AA
metabolism in the body (Ruth and Field 2013). Reduced protein intake or single AA deficiencies
leads to defects in intestinal integrity and gut-associated immune responses (Ziegler et al. 2003).
Early studies indicated that arginine deficiency affected the maturation of B cells, and the
development of PP in arginine-deficient transgenic mice (de Jonge et al. 2002). Arginine
deficiency affected B cell maturation in the BM and led to a reduction of B cells in the PP and
SP. However, arginine-deficiency was global and led to widespread defects from birth and thus
the specific effect on B cells was not isolated. Further, starvation and re-feeding studies reported
nutritional signals regulate B cell maturation and GCB cell apoptosis within the PP (Nagai et al.
2019; de Jonge et al. 2002). However, given how important AAs are for B cell activation in PPs,
little is known about the regulation of mTORC1 by AAs in GALT-associated GCB cells.

1.2.4 Metabolic regulation of virus-induced GCB cell responses
Viral infection is widely used to understand the factors which govern the development
of effective humoral immunity due to the importance of vaccine development and anti-viral
therapies in modern medicine. A low frequency of Ag-specific lymphocytes to any given Ag
persists at steady state until Ag exposure. Following infectious challenge or vaccination, Agspecific cells are activated and undergo clonal expansion to drive adaptive humoral immunity.
Studies have shown that mTOR is important for the regulation of anti-viral humoral immune
responses. Disruption of mTORC1 signalling through Raptor deletion (Raybuck et al. 2018) in
GCB cells impaired GC responses, Ag-specific Ab and control of viral infection. Combinatorial
treatment of mice infected with lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) with rapamycin
and RNA-interference of mTORC1 revealed that mTORC1 signalling differentially affects
CD4+ T cell and B cell responses during anti-viral immunity. B cells in particular required
mTORC1 signalling to drive humoral responses and support the generation of TFH cells
required for antiviral immunity (Ye et al. 2017). Further, the suppression of mTORC1 with
rapamycin in mice infected with the IAV H3N2 subtype actually led to generation of beneficial
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cross-protective Ab which provided immunity to otherwise lethal doses of heterosubtypic strains
of IAV (Keating et al. 2013). Together these studies establish a requirement for mTORC1
signalling for GC responses and class switching in response to viral infection. However, the role
of nutrient sensing in anti-viral B cell responses is not yet understood, despite studies indicating
that viral infection induces metabolic changes in local and systemic immune responses.
1.2.5 DEPDC5
Nutrient-sensing systems, composed of sensors, transporters and signalling proteins, are utilised
by cells to monitor and respond to fluctuations in environmental nutrient levels. As described
above, AA sufficiency is required for mTORC1 signalling. In recent years the major checkpoint
regulator of AA sensing, DEPDC5, was discovered and shown to suppress mTORC1 activity
during AA deprivation conditions (Mizuno et al. 2018; Dawson et al. 2019). DEPDC5 is an
evolutionarily conserved AA-sensitive negative regulator of mTORC1 and is complexed
NPRL2 and NPRL3 within the GATOR1 complex, enabling mTORC1 signalling to be
controlled under AA-limited conditions (Chen, Ou, et al. 2018). Two upstream proteins that
sense AAs and signal to the GTPase-activating proteins toward Rags 1 (GATOR1) and Rag
GTPases were recently identified as CASTOR and Sestrin2, which sense leucine and arginine
respectively (Chantranupong et al. 2016). These proteins interact with the GATOR2 complex
in the absence of AA, which releases negative regulation of the GATOR1 complex by GATOR2.
GATOR1 activates Rag GTPases and recruits mTORC1 to the lysosomal surface for activation.
DEPDC5 is essential for the GTPase-activating protein activity of the GATOR1 protein
complex, as it directly interacts and facilitates regulation of Rag GTPases (Shen et al. 2018). In
the presence of sufficient AAs, a ubiquitin ligase KLHL22 targets DEPDC5 for proteasomemediated degradation through polyubiquitination, leading to mTORC1 activation in the cell
(Chen, Ou, et al. 2018). Loss of DEPDC5 renders mTORC1 signalling insensitive to deprivation
of nutrients and is associated with mTORC1 hyperactivation and disease (Bar-Peled et al. 2013).
DEPDC5 is essential for sensing AA availability in order to negatively regulate mTORC1
signalling during periods of AA limitation and loss of DEPDC5 activity leads to mTORC1
hyperactive signalling that is insensitive to AA starvation (Dawson et al. 2019; Hughes et al.
2017). The AA sensing pathway involving DEPDC5 that controls mTORC1 is depicted in
Figure 1.3.
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Mutations in DEPDC5 have been associated with focal epilepsy, cancer, focal cortical
dysplasia, hepatocellular carcinoma and metabolic dysfunction (Mizuno et al. 2018;
Swaminathan et al. 2018; Ribierre et al. 2018; Nascimento et al. 2015; Anderson 2018). Global
homozygous knock-out of DEPDC5 is known to be embryonically lethal in rodents. Rats
homozygous for Depdc5 deletion had delayed growth and died at day 14.5 (D14.5) postgestation during embryogenesis (Marsan et al. 2016). This has been similarly observed in
mice with global loss of Depdc5, where embryonic death is attributed to a range of defects
experienced over the course of mid-gestation, including those affecting the cardiovascular
system, or acquisition of hypoplasia and cranial dysplasia (Hughes et al. 2017). Conditional
knock out of DEPDC5 in neurons led to enhanced metabolic signalling in neurons and
functional neuronal defects (Yuskaitis et al. 2018)(Dawson et al. 2019). Further, DEPDC5
expression was shown to suppress tumour growth in breast cancer and slow ageing
(Swaminathan et al. 2018; Ribierre et al. 2018; Nascimento et al. 2015; Anderson 2018).
Nutrient checkpoints, such as the GS3K-glucose checkpoint, can affect naïve B cells by
regulating growth, size and quiescence (Jellusova et al. 2017). Leucine (an AA that DEPDC5 is
responsive to upstream of mTORC1) is shown to affect B cell activity and metabolic gene
expression (Li et al. 2018; Ersching et al. 2017). Together these findings show that AA
availability shapes the metabolic programming of B cells. However, the role of AA metabolic
checkpoints, such as DEPDC5, in B cells remains unexplored. Therefore, the hypothesis that
DEPDC5 is required in B cells for effective humoral immune responses is to be tested in this
project.
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1.3 Summary of the project

At the outset of this PhD study, virtually nothing was known about the regulation of mTORC1
by AAs in B cells. However, during the period of this research, a study emerged that did lend
support to the idea that AA sensing is important in B cell biology. Ersching et al., showed that
deletion of Rraga, which influences the AA-mTORC1 axis, led to increased mTORC1 activity
in GCB cells, favoured DZ polarisation and resulted in defective SHM (Ersching et al. 2017).
However, the contribution of the AA-mTORC1 axis to naïve B cells, GCB generation and
maintenance, and Ab responses to complex Ag remain to be explored. Furthermore, the specific
contribution of DEPDC5 to B cell biology is completely unknown.
To address these issues, Depdc5 was deleted in mature B cells to disrupt the AA-mTORC1 axis
and the effect on the humoral response was studied in response to IAV infection and GALT
associated responses to Ag drained from the gut.

Therefore, the broad aims of this project are
1. To develop a mouse model to investigate the role of DEPDC5 in B cells.
2. To investigate the functional consequences of loss of DEPDC5 in the B cell
compartment at homeostasis.
3. To investigate whether DEPDC5 influences B cell activation and the GCB cell response.
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Table 1.1: The role of mTORC1 in B cell development and activation
mTOR
manipulation
Global mTORC1
hypomorphic mouse

CD19 Cre mTORf/f

Global mTORC1
hypomorphic mouse

CD20 Tam-Cre Raptor f/f

Model

mTOR
activity

Outcome

References

↓ mTORC1

↓ CD138+ B cells
↓ B cells ↓ B cell size
↓ Transitional, FoB, MZB
↓ Migration to SDF-1/SIP
Impaired GC formation
↓ IgG ↓ affinity maturation

(Zhang et al.
2011)

Homeostasis

Streptococcus
pneumoniae
NP-CGG
immunisation
Homeostasis

NP-CγG
immunisation

↓ mTORC1

↓ mTORC1

Increased mouse lethality

↓ mTORC1

↓ NP-specific GCBs
↓ NP-specific IgG1 Ab responses
↓ NP-specific IgM Ab responses

mTOR inhibitor Torin
1

Homeostasis

↓ mTORC1

mTOR inhibitor
Rapamycin

↓ mTORC1

mTOR inhibitor
Rapamycin

Mouse model of
systemic lupus
erythematosus
(NZB/W mice)
In vitro
LPS stimulation

mTOR inhibitor
Rapamycin

NP-CγG
immunisation

↓ mTORC1

mTOR inhibitor
Rapamycin

NP-CγG
immunisation

↓ mTORC1

mTOR inhibitor
Rapamycin

NP-OVA
immunisation

↓ mTORC1

Antagonist Ab to
CD40L (MR-1)

NP-OVA
immunisation

Prevent
induction of
mTORC1

↓ mTORC1

No effect on naive B cells
[Transitional, FoB, MZB] or NPspecific MBC
↓ splenic MZ
↓ transitional B cells
↓ immature BM B cells
↓ autoAb production

↓ GCBs
↓ anti-DNA serum Ab titres
↓frequencies of dsDNA-specific
plasma
↓ phospho-S6 ↓ 70% Protein
synthesis
↓ NP-specific IgG1 Ab responses
No effect on naive B cells
[Transitional, FoB, MZB] or NPspecific MBC
↓ NP-specific GCBs ↑LZ:DZ
ratio
↓ Expression of genes for protein
translation and intracellular
transport in LLPCs ↑Autophagy
↓ phospho-S6 ↓ cell growth ↓
accumulation in DZ
↓ PHOSPHO-S6

(Zhang, Pruitt,
et al. 2013)

(Zhang, Pruitt,
et al. 2013)

(Jones et al.
2016)

(Jones et al.
2016)
(Lui et al.
2008)

(Jones et al.
2016)

(Benhamron
and Tirosh
2011)
(Jones et al.
2016)

(Ersching et al.
2017)
(Ersching et al.
2017)
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Inhibit mTOR
activity

↓ mTORC1

Mb1 Cre Raptorf/f

KLH

↓ mTORC1

mTOR inhibitor
Rapamycin
CD19 Cre Tsc1f/f

Homeostasis

↓ mTORC1

Homeostasis

Constitutive
mTORC1

CD19 Cre Tsc1f/f

Homeostasis

Vav Cre Rictor f/f

Homeostasis

Constitutive
mTORC1
Constitutive
mTORC1

CD19 Cre Tsc1f/f

T-independent type
II (NP-ficoll)
T-dependent (NPCGG)

Constitutive
mTORC1

RERT mt/mt TSC1f/f

In vitro
LPS stimulation

Constitutive
mTORC1

Agonist (FKG4.5) of
CD40
Track positively
selected GCBs
(Ly75/Dec-OVA
model)

KLH

Induce
mTORC1
↑ mTORC1
activity

huCD20CreERT2 Raptor
f/f

Aicdacre/+ Tsc1 f/f B1-8h

Cd79a cre/+ Tsc1 f/f

Deliver Dec-OVA
in vivo to positively
select for Ly75+/+
GCBs

Transferred a 1:1
mixture of
1. Aicdacre/+ Tsc1 fl/fl
B1-8h
2. Aicdacre/+ Tsc1 +/+
B1-8h
B cells into WT
hosts, and
immunized with
NP-OVA
Homeostasis

Constitutive
mTORC1 in
GCBs

↓ Ag-specific MBCs, PCs and
GCBs
↓ AICDA ↓ SHM
↓ high affinity IgG1
↓ Pre-B cells, immature B,
mature peripheral B cells
Developmental block at pre-B
cell stage
↓ mTOR, p-S6K1,
↓ Proliferation and survival
↓ Ag-specific Ab production due
to lack of generation of ASCs
↓ Pre-B cells, peripheral B cells
↑T1 / T2 transition states =
partial block in maturation
↓ MZB
↓ MZB
No change FoB
↓ MZB
↓ FoB
↑ Transitional
↓ anti-NP IgM, IgG1 and IgG3 in
vivo
NP Ficoll no response
Reduced titres NP CGG
↓ IgM in vitro LPS stimulation
Dispersed GCs in NP-CGG D17
↑ phospho-S6 ↑ 30% Late
apoptotic cells

Induce ↑ phospho-S6 in GCBs
↑ phospho-S6 in GCBs (c-myc+
LZ GCBs)
↑ Glucose uptake
↑ dsRNA content
↑ cell size
↑ DZ:LZ ratio and LZ to DZ
migration
↑ PHOSPHO-S6 in Tsc1 f/f GCBs
and enriched DZ
Proportion of Tsc1f/f GCBs ↓
overtime

(Raybuck et al.
2018)

(Iwata et al.
2016)

(Iwata et al.
2016)
(Zhang, Pruitt,
et al. 2013)
(Meena et al.
2018)
(Lee et al.
2013)
(Zhang, Pruitt,
et al. 2013)

(Benhamron
and Tirosh
2011)
(Ersching et al.
2017)
(Ersching et al.
2017)

(Ersching et al.
2017)

mTORC1 hyperactivation is
competitive disadvantage

Constitutive
mTORC1 in
B cells

↓ affinity maturation

(Ersching et al.
2017)
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RragaGTP/GTP or
Rraga+/+

Haematopoietic
chimeras made from
fetal livers and NP
immunisation
Adoptive transfer of
B1-8i RragaGTP/GTP or
B1-8i Rraga+/+ B
cells from fetal liver
chimeras into WT
mice
NP immunisation

↓ affinity maturation
Constitutive
mTORC1

Single cell sequencing of GCBs
of Igh
Equal accumulation of somatic
mutations.
↓ RragaGTP/GTP GC B cells
affinity-enhancing

(Ersching et al.
2017)
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Figure 1.1: General overview of GCB and ASC formation
In TD B cell responses, naïve FoB cells are activated via Ag-driven BCR stimulation and
migrate to the T-B border to present T cell Ags and receive costimulatory signals and cytokines
from cognate TFH cells. CSR occurs prior to formation of the GC. Activated B cells may
differentiate into short-lived ASCs independent of the GC or contribute to the formation of the
GC. The GC response promotes selection of high affinity GCB cells through iterative rounds of
DZ:LZ cycling, affinity based selection, proliferation and apoptosis. GCB cells may exit the GC
reaction to form long-lived and high affinity ASCs.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of nutrients and metabolism
Glucose, fatty acids and branch chain AAs enter the cell to fuel OXPHOS and participate in the
TCA cycle which occurs within the mitochondria. Branch chain AAs are converted to keto used
as carbon sources for the TCA cycle. Fatty acids are broken down within the mitochondria and
in turn, lipids are synthesised from precursors from the TCA cycle. The TCA cycle also
promotes generation of ROS, ATP and contributes to synthesis of nucleotides. Glucose is also
metabolised into pyruvate and then converted lactate through glycolysis, independent of
reactions within the mitochondria. Figure adapted from (O'Sullivan and Pearce 2015).
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Figure 1.3: Overview of DEPDC5 mediated control of the AA-mTORC1 axis
The mTORC1 pathway promotes cell growth, proliferation and metabolism. DEPDC5 is part of
the GATOR1 complex, together with proteins NPRL2 and NPRL3. GATOR1 has GTPaseactivating protein activity for RagA and RagB. During AA withdrawal, Sestrin 1/2 and
CASTOR1 inhibit GATOR2, a negative regulator of GATOR1. Therefore, when AAs are
restricted, RagA and RagB become guanosine diphosphate (GDP)–bound causing mTORC1 to
leave the surface of the lysosome and renders it inactive. When AA levels are sufficient, Setrin
1/2 and CASTOR1 release their inhibition of GATOR2, leading to the negative regulation of
GATOR1. Consequently, Rag A and Rag B are loaded with guanosine triphosphate (GTP) and
cooperate with the RAGULATOR complex to recruit mTORC1 on the lysosomal surface where
it is activated by Rheb.
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Materials & methods

2.1 Mice
All mice were housed in IVC caging in specific pathogen-free conditions at the University of
Adelaide central animal house. C57Bl/6J (B6) were obtained from Animal Resource Centre
(Western Australia). Depdc5fl/fl mice (Dawson et al. 2019)(generated on a C57Bl/6J background)
were obtained from Prof. Paul Thomas (The University of Adelaide) and were crossed with
Cd23Cre/+ mice (Kwon et al. 2008) obtained from Dr Kim Good-Jacobson (Monash University)
to generate Cd23Cre/+ Depdc5fl/+ breeders for the F1 cross. Experimental mice were generated by
crossing Depdc5fl/fl with Cd23Cre/+Depdc5fl/+ mice. Male and female mice were used at 8 to 14
weeks old. At endpoints, mice were humanely euthanised with CO2. The University of Adelaide
Animal Ethics Committee approved all experimental procedures (dealing numbers S-2016-142,
S-2017-040).

2.2 Infections and immunisations
2.2.1 Influenza challenge
Mice were anaesthetised with pentobarbital sodium (Nembutal; Ilium; 66 mg / g body weight)
via the intraperitoneal route (IP). Twenty minutes (min) following anaesthesia, mice were
challenged intranasally (IN) with 32μl of a preparation of A/HKx31 (X31) IAV containing 1 ×
102 TCID50 / mouse. X31 virus (Rangel-Moreno et al. 2008) was prepared by Dr Mohammed
Alsharifi (University of Adelaide) and stocks provided at 2.87 x 106 TCID50 / mL. Stock virus
was diluted 1 in 900 in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to arrive at 1 × 102 TCID50 / 32 μl.
Challenged mice were monitored daily for body weight and for other clinical signs of IAV
infection and were humanely euthanised if body weight loss exceeded 20% of their starting body
weight (as per animal welfare guidelines).
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2.2.2 NP-OVA immunisation
For ELISA experiments: To generate NP-specific Ab responses, mice were immunised IP with
100 μg / mouse of NP-OVA (BioSearch technologies) absorbed in alum in a 100 μL volume.
Serum was assayed at D7, D14 and D21 post-immunisation.
For flow cytometry experiments: Mice were immunised subcutaneously with 10 μg/footpad of
NP-OVA absorbed in alum in a 12 μL volume. Draining LNs were assessed at D14 postimmunisation for NP-specific GCB cells.
2.2.2 Transfers and SRCB- HEL2X immunisation
Hen Egg Lysozyme (HEL)-specific B cells from transgenic B cells from MD4 x Ptprca
(CD45.1) mice were isolated from the SP and transferred IV into WT C57Bl/6 hosts (CD45.2).
The day after transfer, TD B cell responses were induced with 2 × 109 HEL2X -conjugated
SRBCs. Conjugation of HEL proteins to SRBCs was performed as described in (Brink et al.
2015). Immunised mice were euthanised at D6 for isolation of ‘GCB MD4’ cells: HEL-specific
MD4 GCBs [HyHEL9+B220+CD45.1+GL-7+CD138-] and ‘d6 endo GCB’: endogenous GCBs
[B220+CD45.2+GL-7+CD138-]. In addition, FoB cells [B220+ CD93-CD23+] and MZB cells
[B220+ CD93-CD21+] were sorted also from SP of naive mice. Tissue processing and flow
cytometry protocols were used as described in (2.3.1) and (2.4.1), respectively. RNA was
prepared for transcriptional analysis by qPCR as described in (2.7.2).

2.3 Tissue processing
2.3.1 Lymphoid tissues
SPs were dissected from recently euthanised mice, macerated into PBS and the cell suspension
filtered through 70 μm nylon filters, spun at 300 x g for 5 minutes and then resuspended in
sterile mouse red cell lysis buffer (mRCLB; Table 2.1) for 5 min at 37˚C. The resulting single
cell suspensions were washed twice in PBS and counted using a haemocytometer. Lymphoid
tissues, such as PP and LNs were macerated and passed through 70 μm filters into complete B
cell media (Table 2.1) and washed into PBS. All centrifugation steps for cells were performed
at 300 x g for 5-20 min.
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2.3.2 Lung
Following humane euthanasia, mice were perfused with 10 ml of PBS through the right ventricle
to remove circulating cells. Lungs were then excised and minced within digestion medium
(Table 2.1) in which the minced lungs were incubated for 45 min at 37°C with mixing every 15
min. Cells were then filtered through a 70 μm filter, washed with PBS and incubated with
mRCLB for 5 min at 37°C before 2 X washes in PBS.
2.3.3 Peripheral blood
For end-point analysis of peripheral blood, the chest cavity of euthanised mice was opened to
expose the heart. An insulin syringe was then used to extract 500 μl of blood from the heart. For
time-course experiments, mice were cheek-bled. For ELISAs, blood was harvested into
Eppendorf tubes and incubated at room temperature (RT) for a minimum of 60 min, prior to
centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 10-15 min. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh Eppendorf
tube and stored at -20°C. For flow cytometry experiments, blood was harvested and immediately
diluted in 10 mL of cold PBS, centrifuged and treated with mRCLB for 20 min at 37°C. Cells
were washed twice with PBS.
2.3.4 Isolation of BM
Femurs were removed and the ends cut off. The long bones were then flushed twice with 3mL
of PBS using a 23-gauge needle and syringe inserted into the end of each femur. Cells were
rinsed in PBS and treated with 5 mL of mRCLB, followed by a second wash with PBS.

2.4 Protein analysis
2.4.1 Flow cytometry
To assess surface marker expression, single cell suspensions were plated at 2 x 106 lymphocytes
per well in a round-bottom 96-well plates. Cells were stained using the Ab and reagents detailed
in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Single cell suspensions were incubated in a 1:1000 dilution of
live/dead fixable dye (Life Technologies) for 10 min at RT. Cells were washed in PBS and
blocked with 200 μg / mL of mouse gamma globulin (mγg) in FACS buffer (Table 2.1) for 5
min at RT. Cells were then stained for 20 min in FACS buffer (Table 2.1) using directly
conjugated or biotinylated Abs detailed in Table 2.2. For biotinylated Ab stains, cells were
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washed in FACS buffer and incubated with streptavidin conjugates in FACS buffer (see Table
2.1) for 15 min. Cells were always maintained on ice unless otherwise specified.
For intracellular staining, cells were fixed and permeabilised in Cytofix/Cytoperm (BD) for 30
min RT and washed in Permwash buffer (BD). The cells were then stained with intracellular
Abs for 30 min. For phosphor-S6 staining, cells were stained for 2 hours (hrs). After staining,
cells were washed once in Permwash buffer and then given a final rinse in PBS.
For nuclear stains, cells were fixed and permeabilised with the Perm buffer from the eBioscience
Foxp3 staining kit for 30 min at RT and then washed with the Permwash bufferfrom the
eBioscience Foxp3 staining kit. The cells were incubated with Abs against intracellular Ags for
30 min. For BrdU staining, cells were treated with 50 U / mL of DNase I (Sigma) in PBS for 45
min at 37°C. Cells were then washed in Permwash buffer from the eBioscience Foxp3 staining
kit and stained with a fluorochrome conjugated Ab against BrdU for 30 min at RT. All stains
were washed in Permwash buffer (eBioscience) and then in PBS. Stained cells were acquired
on the same day using a Fortessa X20 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) or FACSAriaIII (BD
Biosciences).

2.4.2 ELISA
Serum samples or supernatants were collected from homogenized tissues or cell cultures.
Samples were stored at -80°C. All incubations were performed at RT and after each step, 3X
washes with PBS/0.05% Tween solution (Table 2.1) were performed Capture Ab or Ag were
diluted in ELISA coating buffer (Table 2.1) and plated onto 96-well high-binding plates
(Corning) overnight. The next morning, plates were washed and blocked with 200 μl of 3%
bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS for 2 hrs and washed. Samples were diluted in 1%
BSA/PBS and 50 μl / well was plated and incubated for 1.5 hrs. Plates were washed and an
HRP-conjugated detection Ab was diluted in 1% BSA/PBS and 50 μl / well was added.
Following a 45 min incubation, plates were washed and 80 μl of 3,3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine
(TMB) solution (BioRad) was added. After the colour change had developed (approx. 2
minutes), the reaction was stopped with 50 μl of 1M orthophosphoric acid per well. Optical
density of the plates was then immediately read at 450 nm using a Biotrak II spectrophotometer.
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2.4.3 Western Blot (WB)
1 x 106 B cells were lysed in in 20 μl of lysis buffer (1 x Laemmli buffer containing 10%
Dithiothreitol) and boiled for 5 min at 95°C. Samples were then loaded into the wells of a Bolt®
Bis-Tris Plus pre-cast gel submerged in 1X Bolt MOPS sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) running
buffer (Thermo Fisher). The gel was subjected to electrophoresis at 165V for 30 min at RT. The
gel was then electro transferred onto a PVDF pure nitrocellulose membrane, which had been
previously incubated for 10 seconds in 100% methanol and washed in MQ H2O. The electro
transfer occurred at 100V for 1 hr, with magnetic stirring at 4°C. The membrane was then
incubated in blocking buffer (Table 2.1) for 30 min at RT before incubating with the primary
anti-phospho-S6 Ab (Table 2.2) overnight at 4°C on a shaker and washing 3X in Tris-buffered
saline (TBST) (Table 2.1) for 30 min. The membrane was then incubated with the primary antiphospho-S6 Ab (Table 2.2) overnight at 4°C on a shaker and washed 3X in TBST for 30 min.
The membrane was then incubated with anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (Table 2.2)
for 30 min at RT in blocking buffer. The membrane was washed 3X in TBST for 30 min before
treating with ECL substrate (Bio-Rad) for 5 min. The membrane was then analysed using a BioRad ChemiDoc imaging system. To perform subsequent stains, the membrane was washed in
stripping solution for 30 min on an orbital shaker at RT (Table 2.1). The membrane was then
incubated in blocking buffer (Table 2.1) for 30 min at RT, before incubation with the primary
anti-β-actin Ab (Table 2.2) in blocking buffer for 1 hr at RT on an orbital shaker. Following 3X
TBST washes, the membrane was incubated with a secondary anti-mouse-HRP (Table 2.3) for
30 min at RT in blocking buffer with shaking. A final round of TBST washes and ECL substrate
(Bio-Rad) treatment was performed prior to chemiluminescence detection using the ChemiDoc
imaging system (Bio-Rad). Band densitometry analysis of WBs was performed using ImageJ
software (NIH, MD, USA).

2.6 B Cell culture
2.6.1 B cell culture
B cells were isolated from mouse spleens by negative selection using anti-CD43 beads
(StemCell) followed by magnetic cell separation (MACS; Miltenyi Biotech) as per the
manufacturer’s instructions. Purity of the B cells was confirmed by flow cytometry using cells
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sampled pre- and post-isolation and the purity was >90%. 2.5 x 106 B cells were rested in
complete B cell media (Table 2.1) for 30 min at 37°C in Eppendorf tubes. Rapamycin (20 μM)
(Selleck Chem) was added to inhibit mTORC1 activity. Following culture, B cells were spun
down in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes at 300 x g for 6 min at 4°C. Supernatants were aspirated and
cell pellets were processed for WB (Section 2.4.3).

2.7 Gene expression analysis
2.7.1 DNA isolation and polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
DNA isolated from B cells: Isolated B cells were processed using the QIAamp DNA kit
(Qiagen). Lysates were prepared in buffer RLT (Qiagen) and DNA was isolated according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.
DNA isolated from tissue samples: Genomic DNA was isolated from mouse tail tips or ear
notches by lysing overnight at 55°C in 100 μl of tail tip lysis buffer (Table 2.1) and 0.1 mg/mL
of Proteinase K (Bioline). Samples were heat-shocked at 95°C for 10 min and resuspended in
400 μl UltraPure Distilled water (Thermofisher). Samples were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 15
min and stored at 4°C short-term or -20°C long-term. PCR was performed using the conditions
and primers listed in the Table 2.3.
2.7.2 mRNA isolation and quantitative PCR (qPCR)
Cells were stained as above and sorted using a FACSAriaIII. RNA was prepared with the
RNeasy Micro kit (Qiagen) and was treated with DNase I (Sigma) according to manufacturer’s
instructions. cDNA was prepared using the Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Roche). qPCR was performed using the LightCycler-480 SYBR Green I Master Mix and read
with a LightCycler-480 instrument (Roche). Relative gene expression of targets was calculated
using the equation 2-(CT target – CT reference) where the reference gene was Rplp0. All primer sequences
used are listed in Table 2.3.
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2.8 Statistical analysis
GraphPad Prism v6 (San Diego, CA, USA) was used to perform statistical analysis. Data were
analysed using Mann-Whitney U-tests, Chi squared analysis or a one-way ANOVA test was
used for statistical analysis (each test was used as appropriate). Mann-Whitney U-tests were
used for comparisons of data sets from two separate groups where a normal distribution of data
could not be determined, One-way ANOVA tests were used for comparisons of data sets from
3 or more groups with a single variable, and Chi squared analysis was used to analyse statistical
significance between expected and observed results for grouped data. Quantitative results are as
presented as mean ± SEM. In all figure legends, p ≥ 0.05, *; p = 0.01 to 0.05, **; p = 0.001 to
0.01, ***; p = 0.0001 to 0.001; ns = not significant.

Table 2.1: Solutions and reagents
SOLUTIONS
PBS

COMPOSITION
1 X PBS was used for all experiments.

REAGENT SOURCE
The University of Adelaide technical
services unit (TSU)

MRCLB

- 9 parts 155 mM NH4Cl solution

NH4Cl (AnalaR)

- 1 part 170 mM TRIS solution

TRIS (Biochemicals)

- Adjusted to pH 7.2 with 1M HCL
LUNG DIGEST MEDIA

-Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium

DMEM (Gibco)

(DMEM)
-10% FCS

FCS (Sigma)

-10 mM HEPES

HEPES (ThermoFisher)

-1X penicillin/streptomycin (P/S)

P/S (Gibco)

-2.5 mM MgCl2

CalCl2 (BDH Chemicals)

-30 U/ml DNase 1

DNase 1 (Sigma)

-1 mg/ml collagenase from Clostridium

Collagenase (Sigma)

histolyticum
FACS BUFFER

-1X PBS
-1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)

BSA (Sigma)

- 0.04% sodium azide

Sodium azide (Ajax Finechem)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
SOLUTIONS

COMPOSITION

TAIL TIP LYSIS BUFFER

-100 mM Tris buffered with HCL (pH 8.5)

REAGENT SOURCE
Tris-HCL (Biochemicals)

- 5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA)

EDTA (TSU)

- 0.2% SDS

SDS (TSU)

- 200 nM NaCL

NaCl (AnalaR)

- 0.1 mg / mL Proteinase K (Stock @ 20 mg /

Proteinase K (Roche)

ml in MQ) was added 1:200 as required fresh
on the day of lysis.
SORTING BUFFER

4% PFA

- PBS
- 2% FCS

FCS (Sigma)

- 1mM EDTA

EDTA (TSU)

- 1L PBS
- 400 mg paraformaldehyde (PFA)

PFA (Sigma)

1% PFA

1:4 dilution of 4% PFA in PBS

PENTOBARBITONE

1:10 dilution in sterile PBS

ELISA COATING BUFFER

0.1M NaHCO3 in MQ, pH 9.6

ELISA STOP SOLUTION

1M Orthophosphoric acid

ELISA WASH BUFFER

PBS 0.05% Tween-20

Tween-20 (Bio-Rad)

ELISA 1% BLOCKING

1% BSA in PBS

BSA (Sigma)

NaHCO3

SOLUTION
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TABLE 2.1 (CONTINUED)
SOLUTIONS

COMPOSITION

REAGENT SOURCE

ELISA 3% BLOCKING

3% BSA in PBS

BSA (Sigma)

1 X TMB

eBioscience

Used 1:200 in ELISA coating buffer

Prepared in-house by Mohammad

SOLUTION
ELISA DEVELOPING
SOLUTION
X31 COATING AG

Alsharifi lab and Timona Tyllis
NP-BSA2 COATING AG

1:50 in ELISA coating buffer

Biosearch Technologies

NP-BSA21 COATING AG

1:50 in ELISA coating buffer

Biosearch Technologies

COMPLETE

-Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium

DMEM (Gibco)

B CELL

CULTURE MEDIA

RAPAMYCIN

(DMEM)
-10 mM HEPES

HEPES (ThermoFisher)

-1X Penecillin/Streptomycin

Penecillin/Streptomycin (Gibco)

- 54 µM β-mercaptoethanol

β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma)

Used at 20 nM (prepared in PBS)

Merck 553210-1MG
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Table 2.1 (continued)
SOLUTIONS

COMPOSITION

REAGENT SOURCE

NP-OVA/ALUM

For I.P injections:

NP(16)-OVA (Biosearch Technologies)

100μg/mouse NP(16)-OVA was adsorbed

Alum (Imject Alum, Thermo

in alum.

Scientific)

- 2 x Laemmli Sample buffer

Laemmli buffer (Sigma)

+ 10% DTT

DTT (ThermoFisher)

-1 Part XBolt MOPS SDS Running -

XBolt MOPS SDS (ThermoFisher)

WB LYSIS BUFFER
MOPS RUNNING BUFFER

Buffer
-9 Parts MQ
WB BLOCKING BUFFER

-2% BSA

BSA (Sigma)

-0.1% Tween-20

Tween-20 (Sigma)

-1 x PBS
WB WASHING BUFFER

-0.1% Tween-20

TBS (TSU)

-1 x TBS
WB STRIPPING

-25 mM glycine-HCl

Glycine-HCl (TSU)

SOLUTION

-1% SDS

SDS (TSU)

-MQ water
-Adjust pH to 2
DEPDC5 PCR mix

- 10μl Failsafe PCR 2X PreMix J Buffer

BufferJ (Astral scientific)

- 1μl F1 primer [20 nM]

Primers (Sigma)

- 1μl R1 primer [20 nM]

Pol (Roche)

- 6.75 μl PCR Water
- 0.25 μl Polymerase
cre

CD23 PCR mix

- 10 μl MyTaq buffer

MyTaqbuffer (Bioline)

- 1 μl F1 primer [1:5 200 nM]

MyTaq Pol (Bioline)

- 1 μl R1 primer [1:5 200 nM]
- 6.75 μl PCR Water
- 0.25 μl MyTaq Polymerase
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Table 2.2: Antibodies used in this study

Specificity

Conjugate

Reactivity

Species

Clone

Stock conc

Final

[mg/ml]

Dilution

Source

Cat

Application: flow cytometry
B220

UV395

Anti-mouse

Rat

RA3-6B2

0.2

0.25

BD

563793

B220

BV510

Anti-mouse

Rat

RA3-6B2

0.2

0.25

BD

563103

B220

FITC

Anti-mouse

Rat

RA3-6b2

0.5

0.25

BD

533088

B220

BV450

Anti-mouse

Rat

RA3-6B2

0.2

0.25

eBioscience

48-0452-82

B220

PerCP-Cy5.5

Anti-mouse

Rat

RA3-6B2

0.2

0.25

BD

552771

B220

BUV496

Anti-mouse

Rat

RA3-6B2

0.2

0.25

BD

612950

BrdU

FITC

Anti-mouse

Rat

B44

20ul /test

0.25

BD

347583

CD2

PE

Anti-mouse

Rat

RM2-5

0.2

0.25

Biolegend

100107

CD5

PE

Anti-mouse

Rat

53-7.3

0.2

0.25

Biolegend

100607

CD11b

PE-Cy7

Anti-mouse

Rat

M1/70

0.2

0.25

BD

561098

CD19

PE-Cy7

Anti-mouse

Rat

eBio1D3

0.2

0.25

eBioscienc

25-0193-82

CD21

BV421

Anti-mouse

Rat

7.00E+09

0.7

0.25

Biolegend

123421

CD23

APC/AF647

Anti-Mouse

Rat

B3B4

0.2

0.25

BD

562826

CD23

Biotin

Anti-mouse

Rat

B3B4

0.5

0.25

eBioscience

13-0232-82

CD38

BV421

Anti-mouse

Rat

90/CD38

0.2

0.25

BD

562768
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CD38

A647

Anti-mouse

Rat

90/CD38

0.2

0.25

BD

562769

CD38

BUV395

Anti-mouse

Rat

90/CD38

0.2

0.25

BD

740245

CD69

PE-Cy7

Anti-mouse

Hamster

H1.2F3

0.2

0.25

BD

552879

CD86

BV711

Anti-mouse

Rat

GL1

0.2

0.20

BD

740688

CD86

BV786

Anti-mouse

Rat

GL-1

0.2

0.25

Biolegend

105043

CD93

PE

Anti-mouse

Rat

Aa4.1

0.2

0.25

Biolegend

136503

CD95

PE-Cy7

Anti-mouse

Hamster

Jo2

0.2

0.25

BD

557653

CD138

510

Anti-mouse

Rat

281-2

0.2

0.25

BD

563192

CXCR4

Biotin

Anti-mouse

Rat

2B11

0.5

0.25

BD

551968

CXCR4

BV510

Anti-mouse

Rat

2B11

0.2

0.20

BD

563468

CXCR4

BV421

Anti-mouse

Rat

2B11

0.2

0.16

BD

562738

GL7

FITC

Anti-mouse

Rat

GL7

0.5

0.25

BD

561529

GL7

APC

Anti-mouse

Rat

GL7

0.2

0.25

BD

561529

IgA

PE

Anti-mouse

Goat

N/A

0.5

0.16

IgD

PerCP-Cy5.5

Anti-mouse

Rat

11-26c.2a

0.2

0.25

BD

564273

IgG

eFlour 710

Anti-mouse

Rat

IA6-2

0.2

0.25

BD

555778

IgG1

PE

Anti-mouse

Mouse

RMG1-1

0.5

0.25

Biolegend

406607

IgG1

A647

Anti-mouse

Mouse

RMG1-1

0.5

0.25

BD

406617

IgM

BV450

Anti-mouse

Rat

R6-60.2

0.5

0.16

BD

560575

IgM

FITC

Anti-mouse

Rat

eB121-15F9

0.5

0.16

eBiosciences

11-5890-85

Ki67

eFlour 660

Anti-mouse

Rat

SolA15

0.2

0.16

Invitrogen

50-5698-82

Southern
Biotech

1040-09
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Ki67

FITC

Anti-mouse

Rat

35/Ki-67

0.2

0.16

BD

556026

Ki67

PE-Cy7

Anti-mouse

Rat

16A8

0.2

0.16

Biolegend

652426

MHCII

FITC

Anti-mouse

Rat

2G9

0.5

0.25

BD

553623

MHCII

BB515

Anti-mouse

Rat

2G9

0.2

0.25

BD

565254

AF647

Anti-mouse

Rat

D57.2.2E

(10mM)

0.16

PhosphoS6
(Ser235/236)

Cell
Signalling

4851

Probes and Dyes
Probe/dye name

Annexin V

Propidium
iodide

FITC

-

-

(2.5ul/test)

-

BD

556547

PE

-

-

(5ul/test)

-

BD

556547

Streptavidin

BV510

-

0.1

0.21

BD

563261

Streptavidin

BUV395

-

0.1

0.21

BD

564176

Streptavidin

PE

-

0.2

0.21

BD

554062
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Application: Cell culture
IgM,

µ

chain

Purified

Anti-mouse

Goat

Purified

Anti-mouse

Rat

Polyclonal

1

1:130

Abacus

115-006-020

0.7

1:100

BioXCell

BE0016-2

1:10000

Cell

4967

specific
CD40 1mg/mL

FGK45
Application: Western Blot

β-actin

Purified

Anti-mouse

Rat

-

1

Signalling
Mouse

HRP

Anti-mouse

Horse

-

1

1:10000

Cell

7076

Signalling
phospho-S6

Purified

Anti-mouse

Rabbit

-

1

1:1000

Cell

2211

Signalling
Rabbit

HRP

Anti-mouse

Rabbit

-

1

1:10000

Cell

7074

Signalling
Application: ELISA
IgG

HRP

Anti-mouse

Goat

-

1

1:10000

Southern

1021-05

Biotech
IgM

HRP

Anti-mouse

Goat

-

1

1:4000

Southern

1030-05

Biotech
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Table 2.3: Primer Sequences
Gene

Sequence (5’à3’)

Dilution

Band size

Buffer type

(Stock at 200mM)

Cycling

conditions

(Tm)

LoxP PCR
These primers amplify across the 5’ loxP site of the Depdc5flox allele
F1

AGAGCTTCAGCCCAACTCTG

1:10

R1

CTGCACTCACATGCACAGG

1:10

634 bp

Epicentre

95°" 1min,

Buffer J

(95°" 15 sec, 60°"
15 sec, 72°" 10 sec)
x35; 72°" 10 min

CD23-cre PCR
These primers amplify the WT Cd23 allele and the Cd23Cre transgene
F2

GCACGAGTAACAGCAGACATG

1:5

R2

CTGGGAATCTTCCTACCTGAGTATTC 1:10

R3

ATCAGCCACACCAGACACAGAGATC 1:10

Cre: 1.2 kb
WT: 403 bp

MyTaq Buffer 95°" 1min,
(95°" 15 sec, 55°"
15 sec, 72°" 10 sec)
x35; 72°" 10 min

Table 2.3: Primer Sequences (continued)
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PCR to identify excision of Depdc5 exon 3
PCR amplifies across the recombined Depdc5 allelle (does not amplify the WT/unrecombined Depdc5 allele due to a short extension time)
F3

CATGCCTACCTACCTTGAATTTTT

1:10

R4

AACAGCCAGTGCTCTTACCAG

1:10

503 bp

KAPA Taq

95°" 1min,

Buffer A

(95°" 15 sec, 62°"
15 sec, 72°" 10 sec)
x35; 72°" 10 min

PCR to identify WT/non-recombined Depdc5 exon 3
PCR amplifies the WT allele/unrecombined Depdc5 allele (no amplification occurs following recombination)
F4

GGCTGATCCGTGTGGAGTAT

1:10

R5

AGGGCCACAACAGTAAATGG

1:10

647 bp

Epicentre

95°" 1min,

FailSafe 2×

(95°" 15 sec, 60°"

PreMix Buffer 15 sec, 72°" 10 sec)
D

x35; 72°" 10 min

qPCR primers
mRPLP0 F

AGATGCAGCAGATCCGCAT

mRPLP0 R

GGATGGCCTTGCGCA

DEPDC5 F

TGGGGACAAACCCCGTGCAG

DEPDC5 R

CATGCGGTCTGAGCGGTGGC
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Figure 2.1: Pre-gating strategy for flow cytometric analysis
Representative flow cytometry of the pre-gating strategy used to analyse B cell populations:
Lymphocyte populations (SSC-A/FSC-A), Single cell 1 (SSC-A/SSC-W), Single cell 2
(FSC-A/FSC-W), Live (Live/Dead-), B cells (B220+) and ASCs (CD138+).
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Chapter 3

Role of Depdc5 in B cell homeostasis

3.1 Introduction
Naïve B cells are in a relatively quiescent state until Ag was encountered. Activated B cells
switch to metabolic programs which support rapid growth, proliferation and differentiation.
As discussed in Chapter 1, nutritional regulators were important for enabling B cells to
respond and shift their metabolism in response to the availability of nutrients in different
microenvironmental niches. Impaired mTORC1 signalling in B cell has been assessed using
a range of knock-out and drug-based systems (summarised in Table 1.1), which has led to
contrasting observations. Previous work has provided evidence that a global reduction in
mTORC1 signalling impaired the development of mature B cells and/or B cell
haematopoiesis (Zhang et al. 2011) (Jones et al. 2016). However, modification of mTORC1
signalling specifically in mature B cells has had variable impact (Zhang, Pruitt, et al. 2013)
(Jones et al. 2016). Overall these reports indicated that mTORC1 signalling had a potential
role in naïve B cell development and quiescence. However, it remains to be understood how
the different regulatory or suppressive factors exert different effects have upon the B cell
compartment. At the outset of this study, the role of AA regulators had not been examined in
B cells. Furthermore, the role of AA regulators in naïve B cells has not been determined.
Therefore, this study began with an investigation of the role of DEPDC5 in mature B cell
development and metabolic quiescence.
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3.2 DEPDC5 expression in B cells
The expression of Depdc5 in B cell compartment was examined first by qPCR of sorted B
cell subsets (B cell cDNA samples previously prepared by Dr Iain Comerford). Ag-specific
and total GCBs in addition to FoB cells and MZ B cells had been purified ex vivo and
subjected to RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis. The Ag-specific B cells were from
transgenic B cells from MD4 x Ptprca (CD45.1) mice, which have a BCR specific for Hen
Egg Lysozyme (HEL), that had been isolated from SPs and transferred IV into WT C57Bl/6J
hosts. These mice had then been immunised with SRBC conjugated to HEL2X peptide IP the
following day. On day 6 (D6), HEL-specific MD4 GCB cells and endogenous WT GCB cells
had been isolated from the SPs of the immunised mice and RNA prepared. In addition, FoB
cells and MZB cells had also been sorted from naïve mice. Therefore, cDNA from all of these
samples was analysed by qPCR to assess the levels of Depdc5 transcript. A 2-fold increase
in Depdc5 transcript was observed in FoB cells compared to MZB cells (Figure 3.1). A
significant increase in relative level of Depdc5 transcripts was also observed in GCB cells
compared to naïve FoB and MZB cells (Figure 3.1). Further, Depdc5 was enriched in the
high affinity Ag-specific GCB cells compared to endogenous GCB cells. Therefore, these
results indicated that Depdc5 was differentially expressed across naïve B cell and GCB
compartments.

3.3 DEPDC5 was conditionally inactivated in CD23-cre+ B cells
To directly address DEPDC5 function in B cell homeostasis, mice harbouring loxP-flanked
(floxed) Depdc5 (Depdc5f/f) alleles (Dawson et al. 2019) were inter-crossed with Cd23cre/+
mice (Kwon et al. 2008), which expressed Cre recombinase under the control of the B cellspecific CD23 promoter. A schematic of the floxed Depdc5 allele was illustrated in (Figure
3.2). To yield experimental mice, Cd23cre/+ Depdc5+/f mice from the F2 generation were
crossed to Depdc5fl/fl mice. From this cross, the experimental control mice inherited a WT
and floxed Depdc5 allele (Cd23cre/+ Depdc5+/f), whilst Depdc5 experimental mice harbored
both floxed Depdc5 alleles (Cd23cre/+ Depdc5f/f) which facilitated Cre-mediated deletion in
cells with transcriptionally active Cd23.

Cd23cre/+ Depdc5+/f and Cd23cre/+ Depdc5f/f
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(henceforth referred to as Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice) controls were used for all
experiments. Both male and female mice were used, as no sex-specific effects from DEPDC5
regulation has been previously reported (Yuskaitis et al. 2018). The inheritance of Cd23cre
and WT or floxed Depdc5 allele(s) was assessed throughout this process (Figure 3.3).
Previously described genotyping PCRs were employed to detect the floxed Depdc5 allele
(illustrated in Figure 3.4a) (Dawson et al. 2019) and the presence of the Cd23cre transgene
(illustrated in Figure 3.4c) (Kara et al. 2018). These assays confirmed the inheritance of
floxed Depdc5 alleles and the Cd23cre transgene required for deletion of Depdc5 in B cells
(Figure 3.3b and 3.3d).
B cells were then screened to validate efficient cell type specific deletion of
Depdc5 in these mice. FACS sorted splenic B cells from naive Depdc5+/-, Depdc5-/- and WT
B6 mice were prepared and genomic DNA extracted. This was subjected to PCR to screen
for the recombination event that deletes Depdc5. As controls, DNA was also prepared from
each donor’s tail tip as cells in this site do not express Cd23 and thus no recombination of
the floxed Depdc5 allele should occur regardless of genotype. The PCR to detect the deletion
of Depdc5 was as previously described (Dawson et al. 2019) (illustrated in Figure 3.5a).
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- B cells were positive for recombination of the floxed Depdc5 allele,
while tail tip DNA isolated from both strains of mice were negative (Figure 3.5b). The WT
Depdc5 exon 3 was amplified from Depdc5+/- B cells, Depdc5-/- tail tips and Depdc5+/- tail tips
but was completely absent in Depdc5-/- B cells (Figure 3.5b). Together this indicates that
exon 3 of Depdc5 was efficiently deleted in Depdc5-/- B cells. Depdc5+/- B cells were positive
for both the intact exon 3 and for the PCR product produced when the Depdc5 allele was
excised, consistent with their inheritance of a WT and floxed Depdc5 allele. Therefore, these
two strains of mice were deemed suitable for examining essential roles of Depdc5 in B cell
biology.
Global homozygous deletions of Depdc5 result embryonic lethality in mice (Ricos
et al. 2016; Swaminathan et al. 2018) . To test the effect of loss of DEPDC5 in B cells on the
viability of mice, the frequency of each genotype from Cd23cre/+ Depdc5+/f x Depdc5f/f crosses
was calculated and compared to the expected Mendelian ratios if there was no impact of loss
of Depdc5 in B cells on viability. In total, 100 pups were sampled from the litters, and a
1:1:1:1 Mendelian ratio (25 mice/genotype) for the F3 offspring would be expected for all
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four

genotypes:

Cd23cre/+Depdc5+/f,

Cd23cre/+

Depdc5f/f,

Cd23+/+Depdc5+/f

and

Cd23+/+Depdc5f/f (Figure 3.6a). There was no significant difference between the frequencies
of these genotypes observed in the offspring as assessed by Chi squared analysis (Figure
3.6b p=0.8863). Therefore, unlike global Depdc5 deletion, loss of Depdc5 in mature B cells
was not embryonically lethal and does not impact on mouse viability.

3.4 Effect of Depdc5 deletion on mTORC1 signalling in B cells

DEPDC5 has been established to restrain mTORC1 signalling in various cell types
(Swaminathan et al. 2018; Ricos et al. 2016; Dawson et al. 2019; Hughes et al. 2017;
Yuskaitis et al. 2019; de Calbiac et al. 2018; Yuskaitis et al. 2018). Therefore, to verify if
Depdc5 deletion in B cells also had a functional impact on mTORC1 signalling, an mTORC1
activity assay was employed. Phosphorylation of the ribosomal protein S6 (240/244)
(phospho-S6) by PS6-K, a downstream effector of mTORC1, was used to assess mTORC1
activity (Swaminathan et al. 2018; de Calbiac et al. 2018). B cells were isolated from
Depdc5+/−, and Depdc5−/− mice and incubated in B cell medium in the absence of serum.
Rapamycin treated cells were also included to assess the dependency on mTORC1 activation
for any observed changes in phospho-S6 levels. Thus, B cells were rested for 1 hour at 37°C
in the presence or absence of rapamycin. Lysates were prepared from these B cell
preparations and western blot (WB) was performed using an Ab specific for the
phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6 (Ser240/244). A β-actin WB was sequentially
performed on the membrane as a loading control. In resting untreated B cells, phospho-S6
levels were increased significantly in Depdc5−/− B cells compared to Depdc5+/− B cells
(Figure 3.7a and b). Treatment of B cells with rapamycin reduced phospho-S6 levels in
Depdc5−/− B cells significantly compared to untreated Depdc5−/− B cells. The level of
phospho-S6 in both B cell groups were equivalent following rapamycin treatment. Thus,
DEPDC5 restrains basal mTORC1 activity in resting mature B cells.

3.5 Effect of loss of DEPDC5 in B cells on their development
The consequence of Depdc5-deletion in the B cell compartment in the context of the B cell
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development and maturation in vivo was investigated next. B cell haematopoiesis has been
reported to be unaffected by deletions driven by Cd23cre activity as CD23 expression was
restricted to transitional and mature B cells (Kwon et al. 2008). Therefore, no changes in B
cell development were expected in the Depdc5-/- mice. To verify this, developmental B cell
populations in the BM of each group were assessed by flow cytometry. Equivalent
frequencies and numbers of pre-B [B220+CD2-IgM-], mature B cells [B220+CD2+IgD+], proB cells [B220+CD2+IgD- IgM-] and immature B cells [B220+CD2+IgD-IgM+] were observed
in the BM of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice (Figure 3.8). Therefore, Depdc5-/- mice exhibited
no defect in B cell ontogeny that would lead to downstream effects that could confound
interpretation of phenotypes in peripheral mature B cells.
Following exit from the BM, B cells migrate to the SP to undergo development
through three transitional stages of development and lead to maturation of the B cell
compartment (discussed in Chapter 1). The overall B cell compartment was assessed in the
SLOs of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5+/- mice at homeostasis. B cells were unchanged in both
frequency and number in both SP and skin-draining LNs between these genotypes (Figure
3.9). As discussed previously, the role of mTORC1 signalling on the transitional B cell and
mature B cell compartment was still poorly understood. Variable outcomes have been
observed in B cell development following manipulation of mTORC1 signalling (discussed
in Chapter 1), however drawing conclusions from a limited range of broad-inactivation
systems and cellular-restricted systems may not be sufficiently robust. Firstly, knock-on
effects from defective developmental B cell populations following global mTORC1
suppression or inactivation could manifest in the defects observed in transitional or mature
compartments. Second, mTORC1 integrates signals from a wide range of environmental
stimuli using regulatory factors, and the contribution of each environmental-regulatory
protein axis may be different for each cell type assessed. Third, inconsistencies in the mode
of selective deletion of mTORC1 regulators may lead to further variability. Therefore, the
role of DEPDC5 in the development of transitional and mature B cells was examined to
contribute to this growing field. Transitional B cells in the spleen were gated according to a
published strategy as T1: B220+CD93+CD23-IgM+, T2: B220+CD93+CD23+IgM+, T3:
B220+CD93+CD23-IgM- (Teague et al. 2007) (Figure 3.10a). The frequency and number of
T1 and T2 B cells were assessed by flow cytometry as they were a part of the maturation
process that generates mature FoB and MZB cells. Results indicated that both T1 and T2 B
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cell frequencies were unaltered between Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice (Figure 3.10b and c).
This indicated that the T1→T2→mature B cell pathway appeared to be intact in the absence
of DEPDC5 in B cells. T3 B cells were shown to be anergic and following disruption in this
population, a defect in tolerance was observed (Teague et al. 2007). Assessment of T3 B cell
populations also revealed no difference between the Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Together,
analysis of these subsets revealed no apparent block in the early B cell maturation or in
anergic dysfunction in the absence of Depdc5 in B cells.
The mature B cell compartment was examined in the SLOs to assess the impact of
Depdc5 deletion. As discussed previously, FoB cells were the central focus of the mature B
cell compartment due to the impact of nutrient and metabolic regulation on their quiescence
(Farmer et al. 2019). However, the impact of mTORC1 on MZB populations has not been
robustly explored. Recent studies which have noted that disruptions in MZB cells following
manipulation of mTORC1 was in the context of upstream affects in the B cell developmental
pathway (Sintes et al. 2017). Thus, FoB and MZB cells were both analysed by flow cytometry
according to widely used gating strategies (FoB: B220+CD93-CD23+CD21lo/mid, MZB:
B220+CD23loCD93-CD21hi) (Kwon et al. 2008; Vilagos et al. 2012). Splenic MZB cell
frequencies and numbers were unchanged between Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice (Figure
3.11). In both the SP and iLNs, FoB cells were examined and were observed to be
indistinguishable in terms of frequency and number between Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice
(Figure 3.12). Overall, no defects in B cell development were apparent between Depdc5-/mice compared with Depdc5+/- littermate controls. Collectively, these data showed that loss
of Depdc5 in B cells does not affect mature B cell generation.

3.6 DEPDC5 regulates basal activity of FoB cells
At homeostasis, FoB cells are quiescent until encounter with cognate Ag which signals
growth, proliferation and differentiation. Metabolic checkpoint sensors, such as GSK3, have
been reported to enhance naive B cell survival by preventing unchecked cell growth when
glucose was limiting (Jellusova et al. 2017). Following activation, FoB cells switch to
anabolic metabolism to support proliferation, growth and differentiation. To determine
whether increased levels of mTORC1 signalling in B cells resulting from Depdc5 loss
(Figure 3.7) led to perturbations in B cell activation; cellular growth and activation
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parameters were assessed at homeostasis analysed by flow cytometry. In freshly isolated B
cells, the mean forward scatter (FSC-A) values were used as a measure of cell size, which
was known to be under the control of the mTORC1 pathway (Ersching et al. 2017). FoB cells
showed signs of unrestrained cellular growth in the absence of Depdc5, as evidenced by an
increase in FoB cell size (Figure 3.13a). B cell activation has not previously been assessed
in prior studies examining the role of nutrient signalling and/or mTORC1 signalling in naive
FoB cells. MHC-II and CD86 were upregulated following B cell activation (Adler et al. 2017)
and were measured in naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice to assess basal activity of FoB cells.
The frequency, but not number, of CD86+ MHCII+ FoB cells was increased in Depdc5-/- mice
compared to Depdc5+/- mice (Figure 3.13b(i)). This was accompanied with an increase in
expression levels of CD86 and MHCII in Depdc5-/- FoB cells compared to Depdc5+/- as
measured by geometric mean fluorescent intensity (gMFI) (Figure 3.13b (ii)). These data
showed that Depdc5 deletion in B cells increased basal activity and growth in FoB cells.
Increased cell growth and basal activity typically precede cellular division or lead to cell
death (Ersching et al. 2017). Therefore, proliferation and apoptosis in FoB cells was assessed
in naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Homeostatic proliferation has been reported to
contribute to maintaining naive B cell populations in the periphery (van Zelm et al. 2007).
Ki67 expression increases as cells transition through mitosis. A low frequency and number
of Ki67+ FoB cells were present in both Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice at homeostasis, and
these did not differ significantly between these genotypes (Figure 3.14a). Therefore, these
data indicated that DEPDC5 did not affect homeostatic proliferation of FoB cells. Apoptosis
was regulated by metabolic signalling and activation (Liu, Xu, and An 2017; Kakiuchi et al.
2019) and was assessed by annexin V (AV) and propidium iodide (PI) staining. AV/PI
staining was used to identify live, early apoptotic or late apoptotic cells (as indicated in
Figure 3.14b). Briefly, AV binds to phosphatidylserine located within the inner surface of
the cell membrane in live cells but which flips to the extracellular side during apoptosis. PI
was a DNA-binding dye that stains late stage apoptotic or necrotic cells due to rupturing of
the plasma and nuclear membranes. Therefore, cells can be categorised based on their
expression of AV and PI as follows: AV-PI – (live), AV+PI– (early apoptotic) and AV+PI + (late
apoptotic). No perturbations were observed in FoB cell survival or death in Depdc5-/- mice
compared to Depdc5+/- controls (Figure 3.14b).
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Together, these data indicated that, despite the increased cell size and activation status
measured when DEPDC5 was deleted in B cells, DEPDC5 did not affect homeostatic
proliferation or survival of FoB cells. However, the results indicated that AA-mTORC1
signalling regulated metabolic quiescence in naïve B cells.
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3.7 Conclusions
The data in this chapter established the following:
•

Depdc5 was expressed by FoB and MZ B cells but was more abundant in FoB cells.
It appeared to be expressed at even higher levels in GCB cells.

•

A transgenic mouse with conditional deletion of Depdc5 in B cells was generated and
led to efficient B cell-specific gene-knock out of Depdc5.

•

Deletion of Depdc5 in mature B cells had no detriment to overall mouse viability.

•

There were no apparent alteration in the generation of B cells in the absence of
DEPDC5 in B cells.

•

Loss of DEPDC5 in B cells increased levels of phospho-S6 in resting mature B cells,
a key indicator of increased mTORC1 activity.

•

In mice lacking DEPDC5 in B cells, FoB cells exhibited increased basal activation
and growth signatures; an indicator of elevated metabolic rate.

•

No changes in homeostatic B cell proliferation or apoptosis were apparent in resting
animals when DEPDC5 was deleted.

Together, these data revealed a novel role for the AA-mTORC1 checkpoint, DEPDC5
and constitutive mTORC1 signalling for the regulation of the FoB basal activation state
at homeostasis. These data was discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.1: Depdc5 expression in B cells
cDNA from MD4 x Ptprca B cells (CD45.1) that had been transferred into C57Bl/6 (CD45.2)
recipient mice immunized with SRBC:HEL2X was analysed by qPCR. This cDNA was
prepared from cells sorted on D6 post-immunisation, (‘D6 GCB MD4’ were: HEL-specific
MD4 GCBs [HyHEL9+B220+CD45.1+GL-7+CD138-] and ‘D6 endo GCB’ were endogenous
GCBs [B220+CD45.2+GL-7+CD138-]. In addition, FoB cells [B220+CD93-CD23+] and MZB
cells [B220+CD93-CD21+] were sorted also from SP of naive mice. All samples were
analysed by qPCR for Depdc5 expression. Depdc5 expression was calculated relative to the
level of Rplp0. Each column represents the mean ± SD, N= 3 mice. P values were generated
using a one-way ANOVA test.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of conditional CD23cre mediated deletion of Depdc5 Exon 3
Illustration of the exon-intron structure of the mus musculus Depdc5 gene based on NCBI
Genomic Sequence: NC_000071.6 Chromosome 5 (Ref. GRCm38.p6 C57BL/6J). Magnified
schematic of the Depdc5 exon 3 region. In the floxed Depdc5 allele, LoxP sites flank exon 3
of the Depdc5 allele over a 2kb region. CD23-Cre recombinase mediated recombination of
the floxed sites leads to excision of exon 3.
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Figure 3.3: Breeding strategy to generate Cd23cre/+ Depdc5+/f and Cd23cre/+ Depdc5f/f
littermate controls
(A) F1 cross: A homozygous Depdc5 floxed mouse (Depdc5f/f) and Cd23cre/+ mouse were
crossed. (B) F2 cross: Cd23cre/+ Depdc5+/f offspring from the F1 cross were mated with
Depdc5f/f mice. (C) F3 generation: Cd23cre/+ Depdc5+/f and Cd23cre/+ Depdc5f/f , referred to in
the text as Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice respectively, were used experimentally.
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Figure 3.4: Inheritance of the floxed Depdc5 allele
(A) Schematic representation validating the insertion of loxP sites using primers (red)
flanking the 5’ and 3’ regions of exon 3. (B) Representative PCR using DNA from tail tips
from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5+/+ mice. (C) Schematic representation for the amplification of
wild type Cd23 [403bp] (primers: 5’ purple, 3’ blue) and Cd23cre [1.2kb] (primers: 5’ purple,
3’ purple). (D) Representative PCR and amplification of a wild-type allele and/or Cre
transgene from tail tip DNA from Cd23+/+ and CD23cre/+ mice.
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Figure 3.5: The floxed Depdc5 allele was deleted in B cells
(A) Schematic representation for amplification of exon 3 regions of Depdc5 that were excised
following Cre-mediated recombination of LoxP sites. Primers F4 and R5 (in orange) were
located outside of the region flanked by LoxP sites. Primers F3 and R4 (in green) were within
the region flanked by LoxP sites. PCR was performed on DNA isolated from the tail tips (as
a control) and B cells from both Depdc5+/- and Depdc5+/+ mice. (B) PCR amplification of
the site following exon 3 excision [504bp band] using primers F4 and R5 (LHS of the gel).
PCR amplification of exon 3 in the non-recombined Depdc5 allele [647bp band] using
Primers F4 and R5 (right hand side of the gel).
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Figure 3.6: Normal mendelian ratios observed in the F3 generation
Genotypes of mice from the Depdc5f/f x CD23cre/+ Depdc5+/- inter-cross were determined by
PCR. (A) Expected and observed numbers of offspring from the Depdc5f/f x CD23cre/+
Depdc5+/- inter-cross. (B) Chi square test performed on 100 mice sampled from the litters.
Number of mice per genotype enumerated in each genotype is indicated. N=100 mice (21-29
mice/genotype). Chi-squared test. p= [0.8863].
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Figure 3.7: DEPDC5 loss increased the basal level of phospho-S6 in B cells
B cells (CD43-) were purified from the SPs of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice and then rested
in incomplete media (- fetal calf serum) for 1 hour at 37°C. B cells were treated with or
without 20μM rapamycin during this incubation. (A) phospho-S6 (34kD) and β-actin (40kD)
protein levels were assessed by western blot, (B) bands were quantified using the ImageJ
densitometric program, and phospho-S6 levels were normalized to β-actin protein. N=34/group, data are pooled from three independent similar experiments. The columns represent
the mean ± SEM. A one-way ANOVA test was used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 3.8: DEPDC5 loss did not impact development of B cells in the BM
BM cells from 8-12 week-old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were assessed for
developmental B cell populations by flow cytometry. (A) Gating strategy for pre-B
[B220+CD2-IgM-], mature B cells [B220+CD2+IgD+], pro-B cells [B220+CD2+IgD- IgM-] and
immature B cells [B220+CD2+IgD-IgM+] in the BM. Representative flow cytometry (B) is
shown with quantification (C) of developmental B cells in Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The
columns represent the mean ± SEM. N=8 mice/group, data are pooled from two independent
experiments. A one-way ANOVA test was used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 3.9: The size of the total B cell compartment at homeostasis in the SLOs was
unaffected by Depdc5 loss
SLOs from 8-12 week-old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were assessed for B cells by
flow cytometry. Representative flow cytometry is shown with quantification of B cells
(B220+) from the SP and iLNs of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice at homeostasis. N=8
mice/group, data are pooled from two independent experiments. The columns represent the
mean ± SEM. A Mann-Whitney U-test was used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 3.10: Loss of DEPDC5 did not affect transitional B cell frequencies in the SP
SPs from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were assessed for transitional B
cells by flow cytometry. (A) Gating strategy for T1 cells [B220+CD93+CD23-IgM+], T2
[B220+CD93+CD23+IgM+]

cells

and

T3

[B220+CD93+CD23+IgM-]

are

shown.

Representative flow cytometry (B) is shown with quantification (C) of T1, T2 and T3 B cells.
The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N=10 mice/group, data are pooled from two
independent experiments A one-way ANOVA test was used for statistical analysis.
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7.3

5.28

Figure 3.11: DEPDC5 loss did not affect MZB cell frequencies in the SP at homeostasis
SP from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were assessed for MZB cells by
flow cytometry. (A) Gating strategy for MZB [B220+CD23loCD93-CD2hi] cell populations
from the SP of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. (B) Representative flow cytometry is shown
with quantification of MZB cells. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N=10 mice/group,
data are pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U-test was used for
statistical analysis.
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Figure 3.12: DEPDC5 deletion in B cells did not affect FoB cell frequencies in SP
SP from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were assessed for FoB cells by
flow cytometry. (A) Gating strategy for FoB (B220+CD93-CD23+CD21lo/mid) cell populations
from the SP of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. (B) Representative flow cytometry is shown
with quantification of FoB cells from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. N = 8-12/group, data are
pooled from two to three experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A MannWhitney U-test was used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 3.13: DEPDC5 regulates basal activation status of FoB cells
FoB cells from SP from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were assessed for
cell size and expression of activation markers by flow cytometry. Representative flow
cytometry is shown with quantification of (A) FSC-A values and (B) MHCII and CD86
expression on FoB cells from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. N=6/group, data are pooled from
two independent experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A Mann-Whitney Utest was used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 3.14: Deletion of DEPDC5 did not affect homeostatic proliferation or apoptosis
of FoB cells
FoB cells from SPs from 8-12 week-old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were assessed
for proliferation and apoptosis by flow cytometry. Representative flow cytometry is shown
with quantification of (A) Ki67+ FoB cells and (B) live (AV-PI-), early apoptotic (AV+ PI-)
and late apoptotic (AV+PI+) FoB cells. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N = 7-10
/group, data are pooled from 3 independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U-test was used
for statistical analysis in (A), and a one-way ANOVA test was used for statistical analysis in
(B).
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Role of Depdc5 in B cell activation

4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, while no specific alterations were observed in the cellular aspects of
the B cell compartment at homeostasis, a requirement for DEPDC5 for the regulation of
metabolic quiescence, growth and activation state of resting mature B cells was
demonstrated. This prompted the question of whether DEPDC5 plays a role in activation of
B cells in an immune response. GCs are enriched for Ag-activated B cells undergoing intense
proliferation, SHM and differentiation. GCB cells required stringent control of mTORC1
signalling to initiate and maintain optimal GC responses (Schwickert et al. 2014) (Raybuck
et al. 2018) (Raybuck et al. 2018; Jones, Chernova, and Allman 2014; Li et al. 2017). Nutrient
milieu impacted profoundly on mTOR signalling (Bar-Peled et al. 2013). However much
remained to be explored as to how the various nutrient/mTOR modulators affected the GC
reaction and consequently, adaptive humoral immunity. Thus, given the important role of
DEPDC5 in linking AA sensing to mTORC1 signalling, the investigation in this chapter
focussed first on the role of DEPDC5 in GC B cell biology.
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4.2 Depdc5 modulates mTORC1 activity in GCB cells

In the previous chapter it was established that Depdc5 regulated mTORC1 activity in resting
naïve B cells. In GCB cells, regulation of mTORC1 was known to be important for optimal
anti-viral responses (Keating et al. 2013). As shown in the previous chapter, Depdc5
regulated mTORC1 signalling in resting naïve B cells. Robust activation of mTORC1 in
GCB cells led to activation of S6 kinase activity which resulted in phosphorylation of the
ribosomal protein S6 (Ersching et al. 2017). To determine if Depdc5 regulated mTORC1
activity in GCB cells, phospho-S6 levels were examined in Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- GCB
cells during IAV infection. To this end, Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected
intranasally with X31 (H3N2) IAV to induce GC responses. GCB cells from the lungdraining mediastinal LN (medLN) were assessed for phospho-S6 by flow cytometry at D14
post-IAV infection. GCB cells from Depdc5-/- mice showed significantly increased levels of
phospho-S6 compared to controls (Figure 4.1). These data indicated that DEPDC5 limits
mTORC1 signalling in GCB cells.

4.3 Depdc5 regulates GC expansion in response to viral challenge in the
draining LN
4.3.1 DEPDC5 regulates GCB accumulation in the draining LN during IAV responses
IN challenge with IAV led to the drainage of viral Ag to the medLN, wherein anti-viral B
cell responses are stimulated (Hamilton-Easton and Eichelberger 1995). As discussed in
Chapter 1, numerous studies have shown that metabolic signalling plays a significant role in
the B cell responses in IAV infection. Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with a
sublethal dose of X31 IAV to elicit anti-viral humoral responses. This infectious did not lead
to substantial weight loss or severe clinical signs. Notably, loss of DEPDC5 in B cells did
not alter the clinical signs of infection in these mice, as Depdc5-/- mice showed very slight
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weight loss and then full recovery following infection when compared to Depdc5+/- mice
(Figure 4.2).
Next, to find if loss of Depdc5 affected GCB cell formation, the generation of GCB cells in
response to IAV infection was examined by flow cytometry every 7 days over a time-course
of 21 days (Figure 4.3). The frequencies of GCBs in the medLN at D7 post-IAV infection
were similar between Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. However, at the later time-points of D14
and D21, GCBs in Depdc5-/- mice were significantly reduced compared to Depdc5+/- mice as
a percentage of cells in the medLN. At D14, the total number of GCBs in Depdc5-/- medLN
was also significantly reduced compared with their heterozygous counterparts. These data
indicated that loss of DEPDC5 did not impair generation of GCB cells during early responses
measured at D7. Instead, DEPDC5 was required for optimal GCB responses in the medLN
later in the infection.

4.3.2 DEPDC5-deficiency impairs generation of anti-viral Ab-production and affinity
maturation.
In addition to the role of mTORC1 for generation and maintenance of GCB responses,
mTORC1 signalling had a significant role in the generation of Ab, CSR and SHM during T
cell–dependent humoral responses (Zhang, Pruitt, et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2016; Chou et al.
2016; Chiu et al. 2019). To investigate whether DEPDC5 also regulated Ab production or
class switching, Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected with X31-IAV and serum was
collected over the course of the infection every 7 days for 21 days and then assessed by
ELISA to determine the levels of anti-X31 IgM and anti-X31 IgG Abs. Deletion of Depdc5
had a significant impact on the anti-X31 IgM Ab response at days 14 and 21 post infection
(but not D7), as observed by reduced anti-X31 IgM titres in Depdc5-/- mice compared to
Depdc5+/- mice on D14 and D21 (Figure 4.4). In contrast, deletion of Depdc5 had no
significant impact on anti-X31 IgG responses observed at any of the timepoints analysed
post-infection. This was surprising given the significant impact of DEPDC5 loss on GCB
cells within the medLN during IAV infection. Therefore, the effect of DEPDC5 on the
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generation of ASCs would have to be examined in greater detail to help understand the Ab
responses during IAV infection.
The GC reaction facilitated generation of Ag-specific high-affinity Ab responses (Mendoza
et al. 2018). As previously discussed, development of high affinity Ab was dependent on
mTORC1 signalling (Keating et al. 2013; Zhang, Pruitt, et al. 2013; Ersching et al. 2017;
Taketani et al. 1995; Matsumoto et al. 1996; Wang et al. 2000). To investigate the effect of
DEPDC5 on affinity maturation, Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were immunized with the
hapten-carrier complex nitrophenyl-ovalbumin (NP-OVA), which allowed assessment of the
affinity of the response based on binding of serum Ab to differentially haptenated carrier
proteins using ELISA (Ersching et al. 2017). ELISAs were used to measure the circulating
total anti-NP Abs (NP24-BSA binding) and high-affinity anti-NP Ab (NP2-BSA binding) in
immunised mice and affinity maturation was calculated as the ratio of NP2-binding: NP24binding Abs. IgG1 was the dominant isotype of Ab generated in response to NP- (Lalor et al.
1992), and thus was examined over the course of immunisation. A clear defect in the levels
of total and high affinity IgG1 during NP-OVA immunisation was observed in Depdc5-/- mice
compared to controls (Figure 4.5). Therefore, DEPDC5 also facilitates development of highaffinity IgG1 Ab responses to haptenated protein Ag.

4.3.3 The absence of DEPDC5 in B cells reduces ASC output
Metabolic sensitivity to nutrient availability ensures that sufficient AAs are present to
provide fuel for protein synthesis, which was key for Ab generation. Disruption of mTORC1
signalling in B cells has led to reported defects in both the GCB compartment and Ab
production (Raybuck et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2011; Ersching et al. 2017; Iwata et al. 2017;
Jones, Chernova, and Allman 2014). The GC facilitated development of high-affinity and
isotype-switched ASCs which mediate secretion of effector Ab during the humoral response.
To assess whether DEPDC5 played a role in modulating mTORC1 signalling in ASCs, the
levels of phospho-S6 were measured by flow cytometry in ASCs from the medLN on D7
following IAV infection. In the absence of DEPDC5, phospho-S6 levels in ASCs were
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significantly increased which indicated that DEPDC5 also modulates mTORC1 activity in
the ASC compartment (Figure 4.6).
Next, to further assess the impact of Depdc5-deletion in B cells upon the ASC response,
ASCs were quantified at D7 post-IAV infection in the medLN. Within the draining medLN,
both the frequency and number of ASCs were significantly reduced in Depdc5-/- mice (Figure
4.7). CSR was also assessed through determining isotypes of Abs produced by the ASCs.
The percentage of IgM+, IgG+ and IgA+ ASCs were equivalent in Depdc5-/- and Depdc5+/mice, however the total number of each population in and Depdc5-/- mice was significantly
fewer due to the overall reduction in ASCs in Depdc5-/- mice described above (Figure 4.8).
This was surprising, as the reduced number of IgG+ ASCs in Depdc5-/- mice was not
associated with changes in anti-viral IgG in the serum of these mice.
To examine whether reduced general output of ASCs in Depdc5-/- mice could be a
consequence of altered proliferation or survival of ASCs, these were also examined at D7
post-IAV infection. Although the total number of Ki67+ ASCs was reduced in Depdc5-/- mice
the percentage of ASCs that expressed high levels of Ki67 was equivalent between Depdc5+/and Depdc5-/- mice (Figure 4.9A), indicating that the amount of proliferation in this
compartment was not generally impaired. The reduction in the total number of Ki67+ ASCs
was reduced in Depdc5-/- mice likely reflected the significant reduction in ASC numbers from
Depdc5-/- mice (Figure 4.7). Further, the reduction in Depdc5-/- ASC generation could not be
accounted for by measurable changes in the percentage of early or late apoptosis at this
timepoint since AV and propidium iodide (PI) staining patterns for ASCs were also
equivalent between both groups (Figure 4.9B). The reduction in the total number of live
ASCs in Depdc5-/- mice was consistent with the ASC numbers from Depdc5-/- mice (Figure
4.7). Together, these data indicated that ablation of DEPDC5 in B cells did not specifically
impair the survival and proliferative capacity of ASCs during viral infection. Thus, it was
most likely that in the absence of DEPDC5, fewer ASCs are generated during early responses
to viral infection. Therefore, this study implicated a role for DEPDC5 in the generation, rather
than the maintenance, of ASCs.
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4.3.4 DEPDC5 promotes accumulation of GCBs by supporting their proliferation and
survival
GCB cells undergo high rates of apoptosis and proliferation and regulators of mTORC1 have
been shown to prevent metabolic collapse and apoptosis and promote proliferation during
Ag-driven challenge. To understand whether reduced accumulation of DEPDC5-deficient
GCB cells in the medLN was the result of reduced proliferation or increased apoptosis, these
two cellular processes were measured during IAV infection in Depdc5-/- and Depdc5+/- mice.
Firstly, to examine if DEPDC5 plays a role in regulating proliferation in GCB cells, Ki67
expression was assessed at D7, D14 and D21 post-IAV infection by flow cytometry.
Proliferating GCB cells were demarcated as Ki67hi cells. In the medLN, the frequencies and
numbers of Ki67hi GCB cells were equivalent between both groups at D7 (Figure 4.10). This
indicated that there was no difference to early proliferation, which was consistent with the
equivalent proportion and number of GCBs per group at this time (Figure 4.3). However, at
D14 post-IAV infection, Depdc5-/- mice showed increased percentages of Ki67hi GCB cells
in the medLN. At D21, no difference in the proportions or numbers of proliferating Ki67hi
GCBs were apparent between Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice (Figure 4.10). The reduction in
the number of Ki67+ GCBs in Depdc5-/- mice at D14 and D21 could have been the result of
the initial defect in the GCB population observed in Depdc5-/- mice (Figure 4.3). These data
indicated that DEPDC5 regulates GCB proliferation at D14 of the GC response against IAV
infection and has a significant impact on sustaining the number of GCBs during infection.
To investigate the impact of DEPDC5 deletion on GCB cell survival in the medLN,
apoptosis was examined at D14 post-IAV-infection, which was a time-point of the GC
response when significant disruptions in GCB accumulation and proliferation occurred in
Depdc5-/- mice. To analyse the nature of apoptosis in GCB cells, the AV and PI staining
system was used again to identify cells that were live or undergoing early or late apoptosis.
The frequency and number of live GCB cells was significantly reduced in the medLN of
Depdc5-/- mice compared to Depdc5+/- mice (Figure 4.11). No differences were observed for
early apoptotic GCB subsets between groups. However, a significant increase in the
percentage GCB cells undergoing late apoptosis in Depdc5-/- mice was clearly detected
(Figure 4.11). The significant reduction in GCB cells in Depdc5-/- mice at D14 may account
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for the lack of significant increase in the number of late apoptotic GCB cells. Therefore,
based upon the proportion of GCBs that were live or undergoing early or late apoptosis, these
data indicated DEPDC5 was required to limit late stage apoptosis in GCBs. To study this in
greater detail, a complimentary assay for apoptosis was used. To identify apoptotic GCB
cells, a monoclonal Ab against active caspase-3 was used. Active caspase-3 (aCasp-3+) was
an executioner enzyme that regulates apoptosis by co-ordinating degradation of DNA and
cytoskeleton proteins (McIlwain, Berger, and Mak 2013). At D14 post-IAV infection, there
was a significant increase in the frequency of GCB cells within the medLN that were positive
for aCasp-3 in Depdc5-/- mice compared to control mice (Figure 4.12). Similar to the lack of
significant reduction in the number of late apoptotic GCBs in Depdc5-/- mice, there was no
change in the number of aCasp-3+ GCBs within the medLN of in Depdc5-/- mice. Therefore,
based upon these data DEPDC5 likely regulated susceptibility to apoptosis amongst GCB
cells within the medLN at D14 of the IAV response.
mTORC1 signalling has been shown to contribute to polarisation of the GC in various
studies (Ersching et al. 2017; Wray-Dutra et al. 2018). Therefore, it was examined whether
loss of DEPDC5 in B cells affected the LZ to DZ ratio of GCB cells in response to IAV
infection. The DZ:LZ ratio was examined using the markers CXCR4 and CD86 on GCB cells
(Allen et al. 2004; Victora et al. 2010). Segregation of the GC can be distinguished by
CXCR4+CD86- DZ cells and CXCR4-CD86+ LZ cells. A study by the Cyster laboratory
showed that in response to viral infection, DZ:LZ polarization reaches a peak at D14 (Allen
et al. 2004). Thus, the impact of DEPDC5 on the LZ and DZ of the GC reaction was examined
at D14 in both the medLN, and observations were also extended to D21. In the medLN, the
DZ:LZ ratio of GCB cells in Depdc5-/- mice was comparable to the GCB cells of Depdc5+/mice at both D14 and D21 (Figure 4.13). To understand whether the proliferative and
apoptotic processes regulated by DEPDC5 in GCB cells were confined to the DZ or LZ, GC
polarisation was investigated during IAV infection at D14. This time-point was selected
firstly because it was established to be an optimal time for studying developed DZ:LZ zones
during IAV infection (Allen et al. 2004) and secondly, because it was a timepoint when
DEPDC5 deletion led to GCB dysregulation (Figure 4.3). An increased percentage of Ki67hi
GCB cells was observed in both LZ and DZ compartments in Depdc5-/- mice compared to
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Depdc5+/- controls (Figure 4.14). The number of total number of Ki67+ DZ and LZ GCBs
were reduced in Depdc5-/- mice at D14 and could have been the result of the initial defect in
the GCB population observed in Depdc5-/- mice (Figure 4.3). Therefore, the percentage of
Ki67+ cells was likely a better indicator that Depdc5-dependent regulation of GCB cell
proliferation was not confined to a particular compartment of the GC.
Cell survival was next examined in the LZ and DZ compartments to assess the influence of
DEPDC5 on apoptosis of both LZ GCBs and DZ GCBs at D14. AV and PI staining showed
that control Depdc5+/- mice had a significantly lower percentage and number of live (AV-PI) GCB cells in the LZ and DZ compared to control mice (Figure 4.15). However, there was
no significant change in the frequency or number of late-apoptotic LZ and DZ GCB cells was
apparent in Depdc5-/- mice relative to controls. There did appear to be a trend towards the
increase in late apoptotic GCB frequency in Depdc5-/- mice, but overall these data indicated
that DEPDC5 has no significant impact on late apoptosis in either compartment. Perhaps the
effect of DEPDC5 on late GCB apoptosis, which constituted a small percentage of total
apoptotic cells, was slight enough that changes are only apparent on the GCB population as
a whole. By using an alternative method of detecting all cells undergoing apoptosis
(encompassing extrinsic [death ligand] and intrinsic [mitochondrial] pathways of apoptosis),
a higher percentage of aCasp-3+ cells in the LZ and DZ were observed in Depdc5-/- mice
relative to controls. However, no change in the number of aCasp-3+ cells DZ and LZ cells
was observed between groups (Figure 4.16). Taken together, these results indicated that
DEPDC5 did not limits apoptosis in a particular GC compartment, but rather affected
apoptosis at the level of the GCB cell population.
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4.4 Examination of DEPDC5 in iBALT-associated GCs

Acute viral infection leads to local and systemic activation of immune responses, which also
leads to changes in the host metabolome (Chandler et al. 2016). In particular, the metabolic
pathways that are upregulated within lungs infected with respiratory viruses have been
reported to change over the course of infection (Chandler et al. 2016) which was discussed
in detail in Chapter 1. However, GC responses at this site are of lesser magnitude and display
delayed kinetics compared to the development of GCs in the medLN (Tan et al. 2019). Thus,
to improve the overall understanding of how DEPDC5-mediated regulation of nutrition
affects GC responses to viral infection, iBALT-associated GC responses at the primary site
of infection in the lung were examined in Depdc5-/- mice.

4.4.1 DEPDC5 regulates GCB accumulation within the lung
To study iBALT-associated GCB response in response to infection, Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/mice were infected intranasally with X31 IAV. The GCB cell responses in the lung were
assessed at D7, D14 and D21 in order to compare GCB cell responses in the iBALT to the
medLN. Consistent with reports of delayed GC kinetics in the lung compared to medLN (Tan
et al. 2019), Depdc5+/- mice responded to IAV infection with a delayed accumulation of
GCBs in the lung compared to the medLN. Further, the magnitude of the pulmonary GC
response was of significantly reduced magnitude compared to the peak GC response in the
medLN (Figure 4.17, Figure 4.3). GCB responses in the lung on D7 were of similar
magnitude between Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. However, at D14 post-infection, Depdc5/-

mice showed an increased percentage and number of GCB cells in the lung compared to

control mice. This was in stark contrast to the results previously seen in medLN where loss
of DEPDC5 profoundly reduced frequencies of GCB cells following IAV infection at this
time-point (Figure 4.3). By D21, GCB cells in the lungs of mice in both groups reached
equivalent levels. Overall, these data indicated that DEPDC5 did not affect the generation of
GCB cells in lungs during early responses to IAV at D7. Instead, DEPDC5 limited the
accumulation of GCB cells in the lung at later time-points in the course of infection. Further,
these data also showed that Depdc5 elicits differential effects on GCB cell kinetics in the
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lung and medLN. This was potentially due to the site-specific differences in
microenvironments with respect to AA availability and GC development in each site
(Boyden, Legge, and Waldschmidt 2012) and was discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Deletion of DEPDC5 was previously shown to increase GCB cell proliferation in the draining
medLN, which prompted an examination of proliferation in the context of pulmonary GCs.
IAV infection led to graded Ki67 responses in pulmonary GCBs in mice at D7 and D14 postIAV infection, with low, mid and high levels of Ki67 expression apparent on GCB cells
(Figure 4.18). This likely reflects GCB cells undergoing different levels of proliferation
depending on their source and stage of development in the iBALT (Rangel-Moreno et al.
2007; Tan et al. 2019), which can lead to varied cycling rates amongst the GCB population.
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were observed to possess similar frequencies and numbers of
Ki67hi GCBs within the lung at D7. However, at D14 the frequency and number of Ki67hi
GCB cells in Depdc5-/- lungs were elevated compared to those in Depdc5+/- lungs. Lung GCBs
from both groups had similar Ki67 expression profiles at D21 post-infection. The percentage
of proliferating GCB cells in Depdc5-/- mice at D14 were equivalent to those proliferating in
lungs of control mice at D21, perhaps indicating an accelerated level of proliferation in the
absence of DEPDC5 during the pulmonary GC response. These results collectively showed
that DEPDC5 restrained GCB proliferation in the lung at D14 post-IAV infection, and that
in its absence GCB cells accumulated at an accelerated rate in the lung compared to controls.
The earlier observation of increased GCB cells on D14 in the lungs of IAV-infected mice
lacking B cell expression of DEPDC5 and the fact that DEPDC5 was shown in other
experiments to regulate GCB survival in the draining medLN led to an investigation of
whether cell survival was affected by loss of DEPDC5 in the context of pulmonary GCs. In
the lung on D14, there was a significant increase in the percentage and total number of live
GCB cells in Depdc5-/- compared to Depdc5+/- mice (Figure 4.19). This was likely a result of
the higher GCB proliferation observed in the absence of DEPDC5, coupled with limited
apoptosis of GCB cells during the response in the lung. A significant reduction in the
percentage of early apoptotic GCB cells was also observed in Depdc5-/- mice, however the
number of early apoptotic cells in Depdc5-/- mice was not significantly reduced. No
significant change in late apoptotic GCBs were observed between groups. Furthermore,
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equivalent levels of aCasp-3+ GCB cells were observed within Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice
(Figure 4.20). Together these results indicated that DEPDC5 likely did not affect apoptosis
of GCBs in the lung, and rather inhibits GCB cell apoptosis in a site-specific manner. This
may explain why an increase in GCB cells within the lung of Depdc5+/- mice are observed,
while GCB cells were reduced in the medLN in the absence of DEPDC5.
GCs in the iBALT are less structured and more diffuse compared to GCs in the LNs, meaning
the DZ and LZ areas in these structures overlap and are less well defined (Tan et al. 2019).
The contribution of mTORC1 activity to DZ and LZ polarisation in iBALT GCs has not been
described in the literature to date. Therefore, it was tested whether DEPDC5 influences GC
polarisation in the lung by comparing DZ:LZ ratios in the lungs of mice infected with IAV
as well as proliferation and apoptosis of DZ and LZ GCB cells. On day D14 and D21 postinfection, DZ:LZ ratios in lung GCB cells were equivalent between Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/mice. (Figure 4.21). The proliferation and apoptosis of LZ and DZ cells in iBALT GCB cells
was also assessed. Consistent with the findings in the mesLN, increased frequencies of both
LZ and DZ GCB cells were Ki67hi in Depdc5-/- mice compared to Depdc5+/- controls (Figure
4.22). This data shows that DEPDC5 restrains GCB proliferation globally, rather than in a
specific compartment. Within the lung, AV and PI staining of lung GCB cells showed a
higher frequency and number of live DZ and LZ cells in Depdc5-/- mice compared to their
Depdc5+/- counterparts (Figure 4.23), consistent with observations in the total GCB lung
population (Figure 4.19). Further, changes in the frequencies and numbers early and late
apoptotic LZ and DZ cells in Depdc5-/- mice were comparable to the trends observed in the
total GCB lung population (Figure 4.19). There were equivalent levels of aCasp-3+ DZ and
LZ GCB cells when compared between Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- groups (Figure 4.24), similar
to what was observed in total GCB cells (Figure 4.20). These data indicated that DEPDC5
did not likely impact the survival or polarisation of DZ and LZ GCB cells in the lung, rather
DEPDC5 loss increases the proliferation of both DZ and LZ GCBs within iBALT associated
GCs.

4.5 Examination of DEPDC5 in chronic GCs
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The PP and mesLN within the GALT are nutrient-rich sites of chronic GCs (Casola and
Rajewsky 2006) due to their proximity to the gut microbiome and nutrients (Reboldi and
Cyster 2016). Starvation and re-feeding studies have reported that nutritional signals regulate
B cell maturation and GCB apoptosis within the PP (Nagai et al. 2019) (de Jonge et al. 2002).
Further, hypoxia-labelling studies have shown that GCs in the PPs are not as susceptible to
nutrient-deprivation compared to primary sites of immunisation in peripheral tissues
(Raybuck et al. 2018). However, as discussed within Chapter 1 the reported role of mTORC1
and nutritional regulators of mTORC1 in GALT-associated GCB cells has been variable and
not extensively explored. To this end, the role of DEPDC5 was examined within PPs and
mesLN which drain food-Ags and nutrients from the GIT. Given that DEPDC5 acts to
suppress mTORC1 in the absence of AAs, it was hypothesised that DEPDC5 would be
redundant for regulating GCB responses in nutrient-rich sites such as the PP and mesLNs.

4.5.1 Depdc5 has minimal impact on GC in a chronic setting
The GCB cell responses in mesLN and PP were assessed in Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice at
homeostasis. Analysis of chronic GCs within the mesLN and PP of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/mice showed an equivalent proportion and number of GCB cells between both groups
(Figure 4.25). This indicates that the AA-mTORC1 signalling axis controlled by DEPDC5
was dispensable for regulation of GCB cell responses in GALT-associated GCs. Consistent
with this finding, the frequency and number of proliferating GCB cells, defined as Ki67hi,
were also unchanged in the absence of DEPDC5 in both the mesLN and PP (Figure 4.26).
Furthermore, the frequencies of GCB cells actively undergoing apoptosis (aCasp-3+) in these
GALT-associated tissues were similar in Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice (Figure 4.27). These
data suggest that DEPDC5 was not required to regulate apoptosis and proliferation in GCB
cells within the PP and mesLN, consistent with the unaltered number of GCB cells in the
absence of DEPDC5. Analysis of GC polarisation within these chronic GC sites showed that
DEPDC5 did not impact DZ:LZ ratios (Figure 4.28), similar to the results seen with respect
to GC polarization following IAV infection. This suggested that in response to both complex
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IAV Ag and food-borne Ag, DEPDC5 played a redundant role in regulating GC polarisation
or no role at all.
Overall, these results indicated that DEPDC5 did not affect chronic GALT-associated GCB
responses. Further analyses found that ASC production in the mesLN and PP was similar
between both Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice in frequency and number (Figure 4.29).
Consistent with these findings, proliferation (Figure 4.30) and apoptosis (Figure 4.31) of
ASCs was not affected by the loss of DEPDC5. While this was similar to the effect of
DEPDC5 deletion on ASC survival and proliferation during acute IAV infection within the
medLN, it led to different outcomes in terms of ASC accumulation. This suggested that while
DEPDC5 may be involved in the generation of ASCs within the medLN during IAV
infection, it was dispensable in GALT-associated GCs. Further, there could have been a
difference between GC and ASC generation in acute versus chronic situations. For example,
there was no effect following DEPDC5 loss when PCs were assessed in the context of longterm accumulation in the GALT, whereas DEPDC5 had a primary effect on the early and
acute generation of medLN-associated ASCs where pre-existing ASCs were not present.
Together these findings indicated that DEPDC5 loss did not impair or alter GC responses
and ASC output under chronic stimulation of GCB cells in GALT-associated tissues.
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4.6 Conclusion
The data in this chapter has established the following findings:
•

Loss of DEPDC5 increased phospho-S6 levels, a key indicator of mTORC1 activity,
in GCB cells from mesLN of IAV infected mice.

•

DEPDC5 regulates proliferation and apoptosis in GCB cells in a site-specific manner
in response to IAV-infection; differentially influencing GCB turnover and the
kinetics of GCB accumulation within the medLN and lung. However, it did not
regulate polarisation of the GC response.

•

Within the medLN, DEPDC5 did not affect ASC survival, proliferation or isotype
switching. Thus, it was most likely that generation of ASCs was compromised by
loss of DEPDC5 at this site.

•

Significantly reduced anti-viral IgM Ab responses were observed circulating in the
serum of Depdc5-/- mice challenged with IAV, perhaps due to reduced IgM+ ASCs.
But no change in anti-viral IgG, potentially due to intact pools of IgG+ ASCs
generated in the lung or generation/CSR within X31-specific ASCs, as only total
medLN-ASCs were assessed. Given DEPDC5 was observed to differentially affect
GCBs within the medLN and lung, it was possible ASC responses within the lung
may respond differently to DEPDC5 mediated regulation.

•

Ab affinity maturation was attenuated in Depdc5-/- mice following immunisation with
NP-OVA.

•

There were no apparent alteration in the development or maintenance of DEPDC5deficient GCB cells or ASCs within chronic GALT-associated GCs.

Together, these data revealed a novel role for the AA-mTORC1 checkpoint, DEPDC5
for the regulation of GCB and resulting ASC responses during the acute phase of virally
induced GC reactions in draining LN, but not in a chronic setting in nutrient-rich mucosal
tissue or iBALT. These data will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1: DEPDC5 regulated phospho-S6 expression in GCB cells
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed by flow cytometry at D14 for phospho-S6 expression in GCBs (pre-gated on
GCBs). Representative flow cytometry is shown with quantification of phospho-S6
expression (geometric mean fluorescent intensity) in GCB cells from the medLN at D14 postIAV infection in Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N =
8 per group pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was applied
for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Loss of DEPDC5 did not affect mouse weight following sub-lethal IAV
infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The change in body
weight was measured over 21 days. Percentage weight loss of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/following IN IAV infection was calculated as [(DX weight – D0 weight)/D0 weight)*100].
The data set represent the represent the mean ± SEM. N = 7 mice per group, pooled from two
independent experiments. The data were tested for statistical differences by 2-way ANOVA.
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Figure 4.3: Loss of DEPDC5 delayed GCB accumulation in the medLN during IAV
infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D7, D14 and D21 to measure GCB populations.
Representative flow cytometry (A) is shown with quantification (B) of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5/-

GCB (B220+CD38-CD95+) cells from the medLN at D7, 14 and 28 post-IAV infection. The

columns represent the mean ± SEM. D7 = N12/group, D14 = N18/group and D21 = 24/group,
pooled from at 2-3 independent experiments. A one-way ANOVA test was used for statistical
analysis.
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Figure 4.4: DEPDC5 deletion reduced anti-viral IgM serum responses during IAV
infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Serum was isolated at
D7, D14 and D21 post infection. Samples were analysed by ELISA to assess circulating
levels of anti-X31 IgM and anti-X31 IgG Ab in Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- serum at (A) D7, (B)
D14 and (C) D21 post-IAV infection. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N= 4-8 per
group, pooled from two independent experiments (D7 N=4/group, D14 N=8/group and D21
N=6/group). A one-way ANOVA test was used to test for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.5: Loss of DEPDC5 reduced affinity of anti-NP IgG1 responses
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were immunized IP with NP-OVA. Serum was isolated at D7,
D14 and D21 post NP-OVA immunization. Samples were analysed by ELISA to determine
Ab affinity maturation. A) anti-NP IgG1 Ab titres and B) Ratio of NP2:NP24 for anti-NP
IgG1 Ab in Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- immunized with NP-OVA. The columns represent the
mean ± SEM. N= 5/group per time point, pooled from two independent experiments. The
data were tested for statistical differences by one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 4.6: DEPDC5 regulated phospho-S6 expression in ASCs
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D7. phospho-S6 expression was assessed in ASCs by flow
cytometry (Pre-gated on ASCs). Representative flow cytometry is shown with quantification
(gMFI) of phospho-S6 expression in ASCs cells from the medLN at D7 post-IAV infection
in Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N=5/group, pooled
from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was applied for statistical
analysis.
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Figure 4.7: Deletion of DEPDC5 reduced ASC frequencies in the medLN during IAV
infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D7. ASCs were assessed by flow cytometry (Pre-gated on
live cells). Representative flow cytometry is shown with quantification of ASCs from the
medLN from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice at D7 post-IAV infection. N= 5/group, pooled
from two independent experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A MannWhitney U test was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.8: Deletion of DEPDC5 did not alter ASC isotype switching
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN were
analysed for flow cytometry at D7. Ab isotypes (IgM, IgG and IgA) within the ASC
compartment were analysed (Pre-gated on ASCs). Representative flow cytometry (A) is
shown with quantification (B) of IgM+, IgG+ and IgA+ ASCs. N= 5/ group, pooled from two
independent experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A Mann-Whitney U test
was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.9: DEPDC5 deletion did not affect proliferation or apoptosis of ASCs at in the
medLN during IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D14. Proliferating (Ki67+), live (AV- PI- ), early apoptotic (AV+ PI- )
and late apoptotic (AV+ PI+ ) populations in the ASC compartment were assessed (pre-gated
on ASCs). Representative flow cytometry and quantification of (A) Ki67+ ASCs and (B) live,
early apoptotic and late apoptotic ASCs. N= 5/group, pooled from two independent
experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A) Mann-Whitney test. B) A one-way
ANOVA test was used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.10: DEPDC5 deletion transiently increased GCB proliferation in the medLN
at peak of GCB response in the medLN following IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN were
analysed for flow cytometry at D7. D14 and D21. Ki67+ populations in the GCB compartment
was assessed (pre-gated on GCB cells). Representative flow cytometry is shown with
quantification of Ki67hi GCB cells from the medLN at D7, 14 and 21 post-IAV infection in
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. D7 N=4/group,
D14.group N=10 and D21 N=10/group), pooled from at least two independent experiments.
A Mann-Whitney U test was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.11: DEPDC5 deletion increased late stage GCB cell apoptosis at peak of the
GC
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D14. Live (AV- PI-), early apoptotic (AV+ PI-) and late
apoptotic (AV+ PI+) populations in the GCB compartment was assessed (pre-gated on GCB
cells). Representative flow cytometry is shown with quantification of these GCB populations
at D14 post-IAV infection from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. N= 6/group, pooled from two
independent experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A Mann-Whitney U test
was used for statistical analysis to compare groups within each population.
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Figure 4.12: DEPDC5 deletion increased apoptosis in GCB cells at peak of GCB
response to IAV in the medLN
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D14. aCasp-3+ populations in the GCB compartment was
assessed (pre-gated on GCB cells). Representative flow cytometry is shown with
quantification of aCasp-3+ in GCB cells from the medLN at 14 post-IAV infection in
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N= 5 -7/group,
pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was used for statistical
analysis.
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Figure 4.13: DEPDC5 deletion did not affect GC polarisation within the medLN during
the response to IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D14 and D21. Representative flow cytometry is shown with
quantification of the DZ:LZ ratio (DZ and LZ pre-gated on GCBs). The columns represent
the mean ± SEM. D14 N=10 and D21 N=10/group, pooled from at least two independent
experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.14: DEPDC5 deletion transiently increased LZ and DZ cell proliferation in the
medLN during peak GC response to IAV
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D14. Ki67+ populations in the DZ and LZ compartment was
assessed (pre-gated on LZ and DZ GCBs). Representative flow cytometry is shown with
quantification of Ki67hi LZ (CXCR4-CD86+ GCBs) and DZ (CXCR4+CD86- GCBs) cells
from the medLN at D14 post-IAV infection of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns
represent the mean ± SEM. N= 5-6/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A
Mann-Whitney U test was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.15: DEPDC5 deletion did not affect apoptosis specifically in LZ and DZ cells
at peak of GC response in the medLN during IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D14. Live (AV-PI-), early apoptotic (AV+PI-) and late
apoptotic (AV+PI+) populations in the DZ and LZ compartment was assessed (DZ and LZ
pre-gated on GCBs). Representative flow cytometry is shown with quantification of live,
early apoptotic and late apoptotic in the LZ and DZ cells from the medLN at d14 post-IAV
infection of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N= 56/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was used for
statistical analysis to compare groups within each population.
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Figure 4.16: DEPDC5 deletion increased apoptosis amongst LZ and DZ cells in the
medLN during peak GC response to IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). The medLN was
analysed for flow cytometry at D14. aCasp-3+ populations in the DZ and LZ compartment
was assessed (pre-gated on LZ and DZ GCBs). Representative flow cytometry is shown with
quantification of aCasp-3+ LZ (CXCR4-CD86+ GCBs) and DZ (CXCR4+CD86- GCBs) cells
from the medLN at D14 post-IAV infection of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. N= 6/group,
pooled from two independent experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A
Mann-Whitney U test was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.17: DEPDC5 loss accelerated GCB accumulation in the lung during IAV
responses
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D7, D14 and D21. Representative flow cytometry is shown with
quantification of GCB (B220+CD38-CD95+) cells from the medLN at D7, 14 and 28 postIAV infection of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. D7
N=12/group, D14 N=18/group and D21 N=23/group, pooled from at least two independent
experiments. A one-way ANOVA test was used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.18: Loss of DEPDC5 enhanced GCB proliferation at peak of GC response in
the lung following IAV infection.
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D7, D14 and D21. Ki67+ populations in the GCB compartment were
assessed (pre-gated on GCB cells). Representative flow cytometry and quantification of
Ki67+ GCBs at D7, 14 and 21 post-IAV infection in the lung of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice.
The columns represent the mean ± SEM. D7 N=4/group, D14 N=10/group and D21
N=10/group, pooled from four independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was
applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.19: DEPDC5 loss did not affect apoptosis of GCB cells in the lung following
IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D14. Live (AV- PI- ), early apoptotic (AV+ PI- ) and late apoptotic (AV+
PI+ ) populations in the GCB compartment was assessed (pre-gated on B cells).
Representative flow cytometry and quantification of live, early apoptotic and late apoptotic
GCBs at D14 cells from the lung of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent
the mean ± SEM. N= 6/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A one-way
ANOVA test was used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.20: DEPDC5 did not affect active apoptosis in GCB cells at peak humoral
response in the lung during IAV responses
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D14. aCasp-3+ populations in the GCB compartment was assessed (pregated on B cells). Representative flow cytometry is shown with quantification of aCasp-3+
GCB cells from the lung of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice at D14. The columns represent the
mean ± SEM. N= 6 -7/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney
U test was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.21: DEPDC5 did not affect GC polarisation during responses within the lung
following IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D14 and D21. DZ:LZ ratios were assessed (DZ and LZ pre-gated on
GCBs). The columns represent the mean ± SEM. D14 N=10 and D21 N=10 per group in
total, pooled from two to four independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was applied
for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.22: DEPDC5 inhibited LZ and DZ proliferation at peak of GC response in the
lung following IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D14. Ki67+ populations in the DZ and LZ compartment was assessed
(pre-gated on LZ and DZ

GCBs). Representative flow cytometry is shown with

quantification of Ki67+ (i) LZ (CXCR4-CD86- GCBs) and (ii) DZ (CXCR4-CD86- GCBs)
cells from the lung of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice at D14. The columns represent the mean
± SEM. N= 5-6 per group/pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U
test was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.23: DEPDC5 deletion increased LZ and DZ cell survival in the lung following
IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D14. Live (AV- PI-), early apoptotic (AV+ PI-) and late apoptotic (AV+
PI+) populations in the DZ and LZ compartment was assessed (pre-gated on LZ and DZ
GCBs). Representative flow cytometry is shown with quantification of live, early apoptotic
and late apoptotic in the LZ (CXCR4-CD86- GCBs) and DZ (CXCR4-CD86- GCBs) cells
from the lung of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice at D14. The columns represent the mean ±
SEM. N= 5-6/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was
applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.24: DEPDC5 did not affect active apoptosis in LZ and DZ cells at peak of GC
in the lung following IAV infection
Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice were infected IN with X31(100 TCID50). Lungs were analysed
for flow cytometry at D14. aCasp-3+ populations in the DZ and LZ compartment was
assessed (pre-gated on LZ and DZ GCBs). Representative flow cytometry is shown with
quantification of aCasp-3+ in the LZ (CXCR4-CD86- GCBs) and DZ (CXCR4-CD86- GCBs)
cells from the lung of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice at D14. The columns represent the mean
± SEM. N= 5-6/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test
was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.25: DEPDC5 loss did not affect GCB cells in chronic GCs
PP and mesLN from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Representative flow
cytometry is shown with quantification of GCBs (pre-gated on total B cells) from the (A)
mesLN and (B) PP of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ± SEM.
N= 20-22/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was
applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.26: DEPDC5 loss did not affect GCB proliferation in chronic GC reactions
PP and mesLN from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Representative flow
cytometry is shown with quantification of Ki67+ GCBs (pre-gated on B cells) from the
mesLN and PP from from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ±
SEM. N= 6-16/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test
was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.27: DEPDC5 loss did not affect GCB apoptosis in chronic GC reactions
PP and mesLN from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Representative flow
cytometry is shown with quantification of aCasp-3+ GCBs (pre-gated on B cells) from the
(A) mesLN and (B) PP from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean
± SEM. N= 4/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was
applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.28: DEPDC5 loss did not affect GCB polarisation in chronic GC reactions
PP and mesLN from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Representative flow
cytometry is shown with quantification of the DZ:LZ ratio (DZ and LZ pre-gated on GCBs)
from the mesLN and PP from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. N= 8/group, pooled from two
independent experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A Mann-Whitney U test
was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.29: DEPDC5 loss did not affect ASCs in the mesLN and PP
PP and mesLN from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Representative flow
cytometry is shown with quantification of ASCs (pre-gated on live cells) from the (A) mesLN
and (B) PP from Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. N=
8-12/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was applied
for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.30: DEPDC5 loss did not affect ASC proliferation in the mesLN and PP
PP and mesLN from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Representative flow
cytometry is shown with quantification of Ki67+ ASCs (pre-gated on ASCs) from the (A)
mesLN and (B) PP from of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. N= 4-6/group, pooled from two
independent experiments. The columns represent the mean ± SEM. A Mann-Whitney U test
was applied for statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.31: DEPDC5 l did not affect ASC apoptosis in the mesLN and PP
PP and mesLN from 8-12 week old naive Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. Representative flow
cytometry is shown with quantification of aCasp-3+ ASCs (pre-gated on ASCs) from the (A)
mesLN and (B) PP from of Depdc5+/- and Depdc5-/- mice. The columns represent the mean ±
SEM. N= 4/group, pooled from two independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney U test was
applied for statistical analysis.
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Discussion

5.1 Introduction
The overarching aim of this project is to determine the role of DEPDC5 in B cells during
homeostasis and following Ag-driven activation. Through understanding the role of
DEPDC5 in B cells, this study may more broadly determine whether AA sensing in B cells
plays a significant role in their biology. In a broader context, understanding the pathways
which regulate B cells and Ab responses are central for informing the design of vaccines and
therapeutics for autoimmunity. The AA-mTORC1 axis was first implicated in B cell biology
when it was found that stimulation of the BCR in-vitro promoted leucine uptake and
expression of leucine transporters in B cells (Cho et al. 2016). Furthermore, sufficient leucine
levels are required by B cells for the activation of mTORC1 by the BCR in-vitro (Cho et al.
2016). A study by Ersching et al. that emerged during the course of this investigation reported
that the AA-mTORC1 axis influenced GCB metabolism, polarisation and high affinity Ab
production (Ersching et al. 2017). This indicates that the AA-mTORC1 signalling axis is
indeed required for B cell activation and optimal humoral responses. However, unanswered
questions remain about the impact of AA-mTORC1 signalling in the maintenance of naïve
B cells and GCB populations, and in the regulation of GCB proliferation, apoptosis and Ab
responses. Furthermore, a limitation in the study by Ersching et al. is the examination of GCs
is limited to responses to model Ags rather than against more physiologically relevant and
complex infectious Ags. Moreover, there is currently a lack of information concerning the
role of specific components of the mTORC1 pathway, for example, DEPDC5 in B cell
biology. Thus, the present study focusses on investigating the role of DEPDC5 in regulating
AA-mTORC1 signalling during both B cell homeostasis and activation in the context of viral
infection and in GALT-associated chronic stimulation of GCs.
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5.2 Role of DEPDC5 in naive B cells

Naïve B cells are maintained in a metabolically quiescent state in order to restrain growth,
ribosomal biogenesis, mTORC1 signalling and aerobic respiration (Farmer et al. 2019). The
role of mTORC1 signalling in naïve B cells is shown to be important in murine and human
studies (Benhamron and Tirosh 2011; Iwata et al. 2017; Suzuki et al. 2003; Ci et al. 2015;
Farmer et al. 2019). Hyperactivation of mTORC1 in B cells led to a significant reduction in
numbers of naïve FoB cells in those studies. This effect is attributed to a distinct block
between the stages of transitional and FoB cell development (Benhamron and Tirosh 2011;
Ci et al. 2015; Farmer et al. 2019). In a separate study, Suzuki et al. suggests that
hyperactivation of mTORC1 in B cells may promote the migration of FoB cells out of the
SLOs (Suzuki et al. 2003). However, those studies focused centrally on the role of
glucose/insulin-mTORC1 signalling pathways in naïve B cells. While it is shown that
mTORC1 pathways are important for maintaining B cell homeostasis, the specific signals
that regulate the activity of mTORC1 in naïve B cells have not been fully investigated.
Studies have, however, examined the role of AAs in T cells, and found that naive T cells
require ATP energy from the TCA cycle and oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) to
promote homeostatic growth and survival (as reviewed by (Ren et al. 2017)). AAs are
required for maintaining naive CD8+ T cell growth and size, but were not required for their
survival (Pearson, Silva, and Seddon 2012). Uptake of leucine is not required for normal T
cell development (Sinclair et al. 2013). These previous studies have highlighted the need for
a deeper understanding of the AA-mTORC1 axes in naïve B cell biology.

This current study shows for the first time that DEPDC5 regulates naïve B cell
growth, metabolism and expression of activation markers, demonstrating that DEPDC5
activity, and therefore the AA-mTORC1 pathway, is likely required to maintain metabolic
quiescence in naïve B cells. However, at homeostasis the numbers of FoB cells remains
constant in the absence of Depdc5 in B cells. This work contrasts observations made in
glucose/insulin-mTORC1 signalling B cell studies and provides evidence that different
nutrient-metabolic signalling axes have distinct roles in B cell homeostasis. It is postulated
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that increased mTORC1 signalling in the absence of DEPDC5 in mature B cells stimulates
the activation signals that normally initiate growth and expression of activation markers in B
cells. The present study lays the foundation for further assessment of whether AA signalling
and B cell activation signals intersect during metabolic signalling. The use of BCR activation
reporting systems, such as the Nurr77 transgenic mouse (Mueller, Matloubian, and
Zikherman 2015) could be useful in examining this in the context of changing AA availability
or through the use of B cells which lack AA transporter expression, such as the system
previously described in Tregs (Sinclair et al. 2013). Overall, the present research strongly
indicates that there is a previously undetermined role for AA-mTORC1 signalling in naive B
cells which is entirely distinct from the reported role of glucose/insulin-mTORC1 signalling
in this compartment.

5.3 Role of DEPDC5 following Ag-driven B cell activation
As discussed previously, mTORC1 activity is implicated in GCB cell differentiation,
maintenance, polarisation, cell cycling, growth and CSR (Wray-Dutra et al. 2018; Raybuck
et al. 2018; Jones, Chernova, and Allman 2014; Li et al. 2017; Mendoza et al. 2018). As
mentioned above, during the present study, Ersching et al. provided evidence that the AAmTORC1 signalling axis plays a role in B cell activation and GC polarisation. However,
important unanswered questions remain about the effects of AA-mTORC1 signalling in the
maintenance, proliferation and survival of GCB cell populations. Furthermore, whether the
interplay between AAs and mTORC1 following B cell activation are relevant in more
physiologically relevant settings had not been previously been examined.
Ag from the upper respiratory tract drains to the medLN and is therefore the main site
of immune priming following IN IAV infection. The IAV model chosen is an excellent model
of acute infection, inflammation, and of early B cell activation (Coro, Chang, and Baumgarth
2006). Moreover, when injury is sustained in the lung following IAV infection, the formation
of iBALT occurs and it functions as a tertiary lymphoid organ (Moyron-Quiroz et al. 2004)
which is suggested to contribute to chronic immune activation and hence the damage to the
lung in IAV (recently reviewed by (Lam and Baumgarth 2019)). The IAV model therefore
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provides an opportunity to examine GCB cell response in both the draining LN and the site
of infection. B cell responses associated with the iBALT are delayed relative to the initiation
of immune responses in the draining LNs, as there is a lag time prior to iBALT formation
within the lung (Moyron-Quiroz et al. 2004). The results of the present study determined that
DEPDC5, and therefore likely the AA-mTORC1 signalling pathway, is required for optimal
GCB responses within the draining LNs and the lung during IAV infection. In this model of
IAV infection, loss of DEPDC5 in B cells led to a reduction in GCB cells in the medLN and
an apparent increase in the accumulation of lung-associated GCBs during infection. Of
relevance, in homeostatic settings, GC responses in GALT-associated tissues are maintained
in a chronically-activated state by continual exposure to gut-derived Ag (Shroff, Meslin, and
Cebra 1995). However, during homeostasis, DEPDC5 is shown to dispensable for
maintenance of GCBs in the mesLN and PP. Taken together, these data indicate that
DEPDC5 differentially regulates GCB biology across different models and tissues. Indeed,
DEPDC5 is shown to differentially affect the proliferation and apoptosis of GCBs in these
various contexts. Within the medLN, loss of DEPDC5 in mature B cells increased both
proliferation and apoptosis in GCB cells. However, within the lung GCB cell proliferation is
increased following DEPDC5 loss, while apoptosis is unaffected. High levels of Ki67
expression are associated with cells undergoing rapid cycling, indicating that elevated Ki67
expression in GCB cells following the loss of DEPDC5 promoted proliferation (Miller et al.
2018). Variation in Ki67 expression is likely due to the varying rates of Ki67 degradation
and synthesis across the GCB population, due to the unique experiences of each individual
whether it be the timing of or signalling strength of activation, thus leading to a spectrum of
Ki67 expression. These observations could be explained by dynamic changes in AA
availability across different sites during infection or by metabolic adaptation of B cells to
different niches. In addition, differences in B cell activation within the medLN could drive
enhanced egress of DEPDC5-deficient B cells from this site and promote their entry into
peripheral tissues, such as the lung, thereby increasing their number. This could be tested by
intravenous labelling of circulating B cells over the course of infection to determine if there
is an increase in DEPDC5-deficient B cell egress from the mLN as described in (Allie et al.
2019).
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Prior to the present study, the role of AA-mTORC1 signalling in GCB cell biology
had not previously been examined in the context of either IAV infection or chronic
stimulation within the GALT. Indeed, the precise role that mTORC1-mediated metabolic
signalling plays in GALT-associated GCBs is unclear due to contrasting results reported in
the field (Ci et al. 2015; Benhamron and Tirosh 2011). Ci et al. reports that hyperactivation
of mTORC1 in the absence of TSC1 had no effect on GCB cells in the PP (Ci et al. 2015).
In contrast, Benhamron et al. reported that this TSC1 deletion significantly reduced GCB
cells in the PPs (Benhamron and Tirosh 2011). Despite both studies examining the
glucose/insulin-mTORC1 pathway using the same methodology, variability in GCB
responses were still observed. It is possible that these different results could arise from
variability in the co-housing of experimental groups, diet or animal house microbiota. Cohousing has previously been shown to impact mouse physiology significantly (Caruso et al.
2019). These previous findings highlight the need for caution in interpreting GALTassociated GCB studies, and indicate that well-controlled multi-institute studies may be
required to robustly examine the role of this pathway in regulation of immune cell
populations.

Another possibility is that AA availability differs across various tissues and changes
over the course of IAV infection. If AA availability is restricted, enhanced GCB cell
proliferation caused by DEPDC5 loss may be detrimental to the cell and result in enhanced
apoptosis, thus reducing the GCB cell population. This would fit with the data in the present
study in the medLN. Alternatively, if sufficient AAs are present in the microenvironment
during intense proliferation, loss of DEPDC5 would be of no consequence if its role is to
sense AA starvation. This may explain the finding in this study that deletion of DEPDC5 did
not alter GCB cells in the GALT, as it could be expected that higher nutrient levels would be
available here as it is the site of nutrient absorption. However, more work will be required to
quantify bioavailable AAs in local tissue microenvironments to resolve these issues. Despite
extensive research there are no data available which comparatively quantify AAs and
metabolites across different tissue sites, during both homeostasis and infection. Despite this,
some conclusions can be tentatively drawn from previous studies. Silver et al. indicates that
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relative to other metabolites within the lung, the availability of AAs is limited (Silver et al.
2019). A separate study finds the concentration of free AAs within the lung is only 10 – 17%
of the total concentration of AAs detected in plasma of mice (Subashchandrabose et al. 2009).
In the context of H1N1 IAV infection, high-resolution metabolomics (HRM) is used to
identify metabolic pathways associated with murine lungs. Pyrimidine and purine nucleotide
metabolism, lipid metabolism, and AA metabolism were all significantly elevated within the
lung during IAV infection (Chandler et al. 2016). Cross-examination of metabolomics across
mouse sera, lung tissue and BALF at different time-points following IAV infection revealed
spatiotemporal differences in metabolic pathways, for example those involved in AA
metabolism (Cui et al. 2016). Many of these metabolites were also found to be associated
with viral-induced changes in pulmonary surfactant during the host response to infection (Cui
et al. 2016). Taken together, these studies show that AA availability has spatiotemporal
variability wherein AAs are typically in limited availability in peripheral tissues. Similarly,
there is spatiotemporal variability in the cellular metabolic pathways that are active, and these
are influenced by the stress of infection. Therefore, the observation that DEPDC5 deletion
impacted GCB cell levels differently within different tissues could be explained by variation
in the microenvironment or nutrient availability between specific niches. However, this
postulation does not explain the increase in DEPDC5-deficient GCB cells within the lung in
response to infection. It could be that DEPDC5 is redundant for GCB cells in the lung, as in
the GALT, and that the increase in DEPDC5-deficient GCB cells observed in the lung could
be directly associated with changes in the medLN. Key chemokine receptors important for
migration and entry to the lung parenchyma during infection could be identified by
intravascular staining of B cells and sorting the vascular negative B cells from the lungs of
Depdc5+/- or Depdc5-/- mice. A comparison of chemokine receptor and adhesion molecules
will identify candidate targets which can be knocked out in these B cells and provide insight
into how DEPDC5 deficient B cells may be migrating more into the lung. A significant loss
in the number of GCB cells in the medLN does coincide with elevated numbers of GCB cells
in the lung following DEPDC5 loss in mature B cells. Of potential relevance, it has
previously been shown that high levels of AAs stimulate mTORC1-mediated cell migration
(Rhoads et al. 2006). Therefore, examining migration of B cells during infection following
DEPDC5 loss would be informative. It is proposed that an inter-organ analysis of metabolites
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and AAs should be performed during both homeostasis and infection, in addition to the
metabolic control of migration from different sites. This can be examined in the context of
acute infection including IAV, and chronic responses such as in the GALT or in a chronic
infectious settings like LCMV. Such experiments could be the subject of a future study.
Context-specific effects of AA-mTORC1 signalling in GCBs could also reflect
distinct transcriptional and functional profiles of GCB cells between different sites. In
response to viral challenge, tissue-specific defects in B cell migration, function and
differentiation have been observed across LNs, SP and mesLNs (Peruchon et al. 2009).
Further, development of GCs occurred at different rates across the mesLN and SP in response
to viral infection (Peruchon et al. 2009). Additionally, these tissue-specific changes are not
restricted to B cells. For example, Tregs have been shown to adapt to lymphoid and barrier
tissues, wherein subpopulations of Treg cells at each site present conserved and distinct
expression programs in humans and mice (e.g. metabolic programming, proliferation and
cytokine production) (Miragaia et al. 2019). DCs have also been shown to possess distinct
transcriptional, phenotypic and functional profiles between the PPs and SP (Iwasaki and
Kelsall 1999). Collectively, these data indicate that immune cells have the capacity to adapt
to their tissue environment to express tissue-specific transcriptional programs and functions.
It would be interesting to examine whether B cells associated with the GALT have
metabolically adapted to withstand fluctuations in AA levels, due to the importance of B cell
responses in maintaining gut homeostasis. Mechanisms have been identified that control
intestinal inflammation in response to acute AA starvation using an mTORC1-independent
mechanism in CD11c+ APCs and intestinal epithelial cells (Ravindran et al. 2016).
Mechanisms have been identified that control intestinal inflammation in response to acute
AA starvation using an mTORC1-independent mechanism in CD11c+ APCs and intestinal
epithelial cells (Ravindran et al. 2016). These cells use the general control nonderepressible
2 (GCN2) kinase to halt protein synthesis when AA levels are low. Ravindran and colleagues
demonstrated that during intestinal inflammation, loss of GCN2 in CD11c+ APCs ked to
enhanced ROS and inflammasome within these cells and allowed them to promote elevated
Th17 responses. When dietary AA were limited, GCN2 KO mice were also protected from
disease and Th17-mediated inflammation. Thus, AA sensor, GCN2 was shown to
significantly regulate intestinal inflammation. In B cells, this alternative pathway has not
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been examined and it would be interesting to understand the interplay between both DEPDC5
and GCN2 aa-sensing pathways on cellular function. Further, what this study by Ravindran
and colleagues highlights is inflammation or dysbiosis in the intestine could exacerbate the
metabolic effects of AA-regulation in B cell biology. For example, aberrantly activated B
cells accumulate in the mLN in Crohn's disease and recirculate systemically (Timmermans
et al. 2016; Olson et al. 2004). It is therefore hypothesized that the effects of DEPDC5 may
be more apparent in B cells within this setting and could be the focus of future work. Further
mTORC1-dependent and mTORC1-independent AA sensing mechanisms could work
cooperatively.
To confirm this, transcriptional analysis of GCB cells from lymphoid and non-lymphoid
tissues could be used to identify tissue-specific heterogeneity amongst GCB cells. These data
could collate with the previously proposed experiments to characterize tissue-specific
nutrient availability and metabolic pathways, in order to comprehensively characterise
whether GCB cells metabolically adapt to the nutritional environment of their tissue niche.
Thus, the future experiments proposed to understand if B cells metabolically adapt to tissue
specific niches would involve first the assessment of metabolic microenvironments by
microscopy to assess regions of hypoxia, reactive oxygen species and amino acids
availability. Once metabolic microenvironments have been identified, B cells (or any cell of
interest) can be isolated from the metabolic niche and outside of the metabolic niche by laser
capture for transcriptional analysis. A transcriptional comparison of B cells within and
outside the metabolic niche will identify whether B cells alter their function according to
nutrient availability or presence of metabolites. These data can then inform testable and nonbiased hypothesises that can be studied further using knock out models of metabolic
pathways or functional pathways that are altered in B cells occupying metabolic niches.
Further, these experiments can be conducted in a variety of tissues in different infectious
settings to understand if metabolic niches vary across tissue sites in terms of nutrients,
hypoxia, reactive oxygen species availability and the frequency or size of these niches. This
will help with our understanding of the metabolic landscape and relationship to B cell activity
across different sites, and whether particular tissues are more susceptible to nutrient loss
during infection compared to other tissues.
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In the current study, polarisation of the GC response is unaffected by DEPDC5 loss
during either IAV induced- or GALT-associated GC responses. This is in direct contrast to
the findings in a study by Ersching et al. which showed that NP-induced GCs favoured a
DZ:LZ ratio following disruption of the AA-mTORC1 signalling axis. This discrepancy may
be attributable to the different models of Ag-driven B cell activation used in these studies
and differences in the methods used to disrupt AA sensing in B cells between the two studies.
Therefore, the data in the present study suggests that the effect of AA-mTORC1 signalling
on GC polarisation may not be relevant in a setting where complex Ags, such as viral
infection and microbial/food Ag in the gut, initiate GC responses. Thus, the data generated
in the present study question whether AA-mTORC1 signalling plays a significant and
physiologically relevant role in GC polarisation.

In summary, the present study has identified that DEPDC5 has distinct roles in GCB
cell regulation and raises interesting questions for tissue-specific regulation of the B cell
response through the AA-mTORC1 axis. Furthermore, it is the first study to examine the
relevance of AA-mTORC1 regulation in GCBs within physiologically relevant settings
through disruption of this axis due to loss of DEPDC5.

5.4 Regulation of the Ab response by DEPDC5
The generation of high-affinity Abs is important for clearance of pathogens and relies on
optimal proliferation of GCB cells in order to undergo BCR SHM and affinity maturation
(Chen, Zhai, et al. 2018; Gitlin, Shulman, and Nussenzweig 2014). T cell-dependent
signals modulate the degree of clonal expansion and cell division, which directly impacts
hypermutation and selection of high affinity clones (Gitlin et al. 2015; Gitlin, Shulman,
and Nussenzweig 2014). Ersching et al. recently showed that AA-mTORC1 signalling is
essential for the generation of high affinity Ab responses (Ersching et al. 2017).
However, important questions remain as to the effect of the AA-metabolic signalling on
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the generation of ASCs and production of Abs in a physiologically relevant context.
Understanding the regulation of Ab responses during humoral immunity is essential for
development of therapies and vaccines. Therefore, the role of AA-mTORC1 signalling
in ASC generation and Ab production is examined during this current study in the context
of IAV infection in the B cell-specific DEPDC5 knockout mouse.
The present study showed significant defects in the ability of B cells to mount a highaffinity Ab response to haptenated protein Ag when mTORC1 activity is uncoupled from
AA sensing via deletion of DEPDC5. This strongly supports the role of AA-mTORC1 in
the generation of high affinity Ab responses and fits with previously published data
(Ersching et al. 2017). Moreover, these results are also consistent for the broader role of
mTORC1 hyperactivation in defective affinity maturation (Ersching et al. 2017; Keating
et al. 2013; Chou et al. 2016).
Early research has shown that mTORC1 inhibition delayed the onset of CSR
and elevated IgM production (Omori et al. 2006). More recent work has found inhibition
of mTORC1 activity reduced CSR and ASC formation (Limon et al. 2014). Additionally,
the impact of hyperactive mTORC1 activity is shown to affect Ig CSR and has led to
variable outcomes in Ig switching (Wray-Dutra et al. 2018; Ci et al. 2015). When taken
together, these findings indicate a role for mTORC1 signalling in Ig CSR. In the present
study, in the context of IAV infection, DEPDC5 did not affect CSR in ASCs generated
early during the IAV response within the medLN. This indicates that the AA-mTORC1
pathway plays a redundant role in this process. However, the requirement for AAs in CSR
could be further examined through the loss of AA-transporters in B cells as this would
potentially expose more subtle aspects of this system.

Previous studies have reported that acute inhibition of mTORC1 or complete loss of
mTORC1 ablated newly formed ASCs and GCs (Jones et al. 2016), and hyperactivation
of mTORC1 in B cells promoted ASC differentiation (Wray-Dutra et al. 2018;
Benhamron et al. 2015). The present study puts forward a previously unknown role for
AA-mTORC1 signalling in the formation of early ASC responses and IgM production in
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the context of IAV infection. A significant reduction in the number and frequency of
ASCs is observed in DEPDC5 deficient mice at D7 post-IAV infection within the
medLN. Reduced levels of circulating anti-viral IgM at the peak of the humoral response
to viral infection were also apparent. However, unexpectedly, there is no impact of
DEPDC5 deletion on circulating anti-viral IgG. The impact of DEPDC5 loss on early
anti-viral IgM responses may have potentially been masked by alternative sources of Aginduced IgM production, for example from the B1-a compartment (Baumgarth 2016). As
circulating anti-viral IgM levels increased during infection, the impact of DEPDC5
deletion may have become more prominent. The significant reduction in the number of
IgG+ ASCs in mice with DEPDC5-deficient B cells is not consistent with the finding that
anti-viral IgG levels were unchanged in serum. It is possible, that because GCB responses
in the lung were accelerated despite deficiencies in the medLN in mice with DEPDC5deficient B cells, that ASCs were also increased in the lung and that this compensated for
the reduction in medLN ASCs. However, despite multiple attempts, ASCs were unable
to be assessed in the lung due to technical issues as degradation of the CD138 epitope
following tissue digestion is apparent. Future experiments using the Blimp-1-GFP
reporter (Kallies et al. 2004; Tellier et al. 2016) should allow tracking ASCs at greater
resolution. Further, assessing the impact of DEPDC5 specifically on virus-specific ASCs
could determine the degree to which Ag-specific ASC populations were affected, as only
Ag-specific serum Ab levels were evaluated. Additionally, the D7 time-point may only
capture the effect of DEPDC5 on GC-independent ASCs, whereas it is possible GCdependent ASC production later during the infectious response may be intact and
contribute to IgG secretion. Given IgM responses are largely initiated independent of the
GC, this may explain the discrepancies in Ab responses affected.

It is important to understand how AA-mTORC1 signalling may contribute to the loss
of ASCs. The present research found that proliferation or apoptosis within the ASC
compartment is unaffected by DEPDC5 loss in B cells. It is therefore likely that DEPDC5
(and therefore perhaps AA-mTORC1) signalling affects ASC differentiation. BCR
activation with CD40 ligation leads to translocation of canonical NF-κB subunits RelA
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and c-Rel in activated B cells. RelA is involved in PC differentiation while c-Rel is
required for GC maintenance (Heise et al. 2014). Therefore, if the AA-mTORC1
regulatory pathway modulates CD40/BCR signalling, it may inherently also affect ASC
differentiation via NF- κB. To examine this, the effect of AA-mTORC1 signalling on
APC-specific TFs and programs could be examined following B cell activation. Further,
the effect of AA-mTORC1 signalling on ASCs derived from both GC-independent or
GC-dependent pathways could be determined.
Together, this current study of DEPDC5 in B cells corroborates the report that AAmTORC1 signalling plays a significant role in the generation of high affinity responses
(Ersching et al. 2017). Furthermore, this present study highlights a previously unknown
role for the DEPDC5 and perhaps the AA-mTORC1 signalling pathway in the
development of ASCs, but not for CSR. These findings lay the foundation for future
experiments to discover the mechanistic basis of these observations greater detail to
provide further insight into the role of nutrient sensing and metabolic adaptations in B
cell biology.

5.5 Clinical implications
The findings of this study may have applications in a clinical setting. As discussed
previously, a complex relationship exists between nutrition, infection and immunity.
Protein malnutrition is a significant risk factor for diseases, such as IAV and secondary
immune deficiencies (Taylor et al. 2013; Ritz et al. 2008) and supplementation of diets
with protein is shown to restore optimal immunity in response to IAV. Furthermore, poor
induction of vaccine-induced Ab responses to IAV vaccination is associated with
malnutrition in the elderly (Bellei et al. 2006). However, few studies have examined the
mechanistic basis for the contribution of nutrients to the B cell response. The present
study has shown that DEPDC5-mediated regulation of AA-mTORC1 nutritional axes is
required for optimal B cell responses during viral infection. If specific nutritionalmetabolic axes can be identified as important for anti-viral responses, targeted AA
treatments could potentially be designed and administered alongside vaccination or given
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to at-risk individuals during infection to promote viral clearance and reduce mortality.
More broadly, nutrient deficiencies are a global health issue, hence understanding how
immunometabolism contributes to compromised immune responses and vaccine-induced
responses could improve the development of metabolic-reprogramming interventions,
and open avenues for novel treatment strategies.

5.6 Conclusion
This project has presented new insights into the role of DEPDC5, a nutritional checkpoint
regulator of AA-mTORC1 signalling in humoral immunity. A novel conditional Depdc5 B
cell-specific knock-out mouse generated during this project established a role for DEPDC5
as a negative regulator of mTORC1 in B cells. At homeostasis, formation of the mature B
cell compartment is not discernibly affected by disruption of the DEPDC5. However,
quiescence in naive FoB cells is perturbed by the loss of DEPDC5 as evidenced by increased
biomass, hyperphosphorylation of S6 ribosomal protein and elevated expression of B cell
activation markers. Examination of DEPDC5 in a clinically relevant model of B cell
activation (IAV) revealed that GCB cell responses in the draining medLN were significantly
attenuated when DEPDC5 is lost in mature B cells. This disruption is associated with the
defective generation of ASCs within the medLN and altered anti-viral IgM Ab responses.
This reveals a potential role for DEPDC5 in B cells in mounting an optimal anti-viral humoral
response. It is important to note that the findings above are specific to GCBs in the medLNs,
as a significant acceleration in GCB cell responses is observed in the lung. Examination of
Depdc5 deletion in B cells revealed limited impact on GCB biology in the GALT. This
indicates a tissue- or context-specific role for DEPDC5 regulation in B cell biology. Overall,
this project establishes potential new roles for DEPDC5, and by extension likely the AAmTORC1 pathway, in the regulation in humoral immunity.

The study supports the following model by which DEPDC5 may regulate B cell responses
(Figure 5.1):
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The absence of DEPDC5 renders B cells unable to detect reduced nutrient availability
in specific microenvironments, leading to constitutive mTORC1 hyperactivity in B cells.
This metabolic change disrupts the enforced quiescent state in naive B cells at rest in
homeostatic settings. This likely also contributes to increased basal levels of B cell activation,
which relies on the intersection of Ag-driven BCR/CD19 signalling with the mTORC1
pathway. This suggested DEPDC5 contributes to maintenance of a quiescent state in B cells.
Perturbing B cell homeostasis, as modelled here using acute IAV infection, typically
stimulates Ag-driven B cell activation and GCB cell formation. Crucially, this relies on
sufficient nutrients to fuel the increased metabolic signalling and cell differentiation
processes. DEPDC5 is an AA-sensitive regulator of metabolism, and acts to suppress
metabolic activity when AAs are limited. This effectively prevents metabolic collapse and
death of B cells in nutrient depleted conditions. In the absence of DEPDC5, GCB cell
proliferation is significantly enhanced in medLN, which is an effect associated with
constitutive mTORC1 activity. Functional DEPDC5 is also found to limit apoptosis in GCB
cells during acute viral infection in draining SLOs. As stated above, absence of DEPDC5
renders B cells insensitive to nutrient availability changes, thus they are unable to halt
metabolism when AAs become depleted during the metabolically demanding response to
viral infection. As a result, they are forced down an apoptosis pathway as there are
insufficient nutrients to support continued proliferative programs. Conversely, functional
DEPDC5 limits this GCB cell apoptosis. Interestingly, the same phenomenon is not observed
in TLOs within the lung during the same viral infection scenario. Potentially, nutrients may
be more readily available and/or depleted at a slower rate between different tissues, thus
altering the requirement for DEDPC5 mediated regulation for B cells and leading to tissuespecific outcomes. In further support of this, DEPDC5 function is found to be completely
dispensable in the context of GALT-associated B cell responses. If B cells associated with
the GALT are metabolically adapted to withstand constant AA fluctuations (due to
irregularly timed food intake and variable nutritional content), DEPDC5 function would be
rendered redundant. This project also demonstrated that DEPDC5 is required for normal Ab
generation within the medLN during viral infection and contributes to the understanding that
AA-mTORC1 axes are needed to generate high affinity Ab to haptenated Ag. While further
work is required to elucidate the effect of DEPDC5 on the Ab response in various niches (due
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to the tissue-specific effects outlined above), this proposed model of DEPDC5 function
represents an interesting and novel mode of nutritional metabolic regulation in B cell
responses. Further exploration of this facet of B cell regulation may aid the development of
effective anti-viral therapies and novel interventions to improve human health and immunity
in the future.

Figure 5.1: Proposed model of DEPDC5 regulation of B cell responses
DEPDC5 modulates mTORC1 activity in B cells, which exerts tissue-specific specific effects
of GCB cells and ASCs during homeostasis and infection. Nutrient availability within
specific tissues may impact whether hyperproliferation and metabolic activity induced by
DEPDC5 loss is appropriately fuelled. Metabolic adaptation of B cells to SLOs at the
interface of nutrient absorption may adopt multiple robust programs for nutritional control of
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mTORC1, consequently making DEPDC5 redundant. Moreover, DEPDC5 is required for
generation of high affinity Abs through modulation of mTORC1 activity.
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